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Abstract

Optoacoustic imaging offers minimally invasive, fast, and volumetric visualization of cells,
organs and organisms on various spatio-temporal scales based on the acoustic detection of
light-induced ultrasound waves. The combination of unharmful optical excitation, endoge-
nous optical contrast, and ultrasound depth penetration enables imaging of morphology,
function and pathology in both pre-clinical and clinical settings. Numerous experimental
and pre-clinical imaging systems have been developed and optoacoustic imaging systems
are starting to be used in university clinics throughout the world. While optoacoustics has
become a well-established and well-accepted imaging modality over the last decade, there
are still numerous technical challenges which hinder the optimal utilization of this powerful
imaging approach. The aim of this work is to present three distinct attempts at overcoming
these challenges for both optoacoustic tomography and microscopy.
High resolution optoacoustic tomography requires sensor arrays with a large number

of highly sensitive, high-frequency and high-bandwidth detector elements. Manufacturing
ultrasound arrays that meet these requirements is very challenging and costly, hindering
widespread application of optoacoustic tomography. In this work, we investigate the ap-
plication of capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (cMUTs) as an alternative to
conventional piezoelectric sensor arrays for use in optoacoustic tomography. While the piezo-
electric sensor showcased a superior sensitivity at normal incidence, the cMUT maintained
reasonable sensitivity levels and broadband response at over a much wider range of incidence
angles, resulting in a reduction of image artifact and thus superior optoacoustic imaging
performance.
The second attempt at overcoming a challenge faced by optoacoustic imaging was the de-

sign, manufacturing and characterization of an ablation catheter prototype for simultaneous
optoacoustic imaging and radiofrequency ablation. Catheter ablation is commonly used to
eliminate dysfunctional heart tissue, but clinical outcomes rely heavily on the expertise of the
surgeon due to the lack of real-time monitoring approaches. In this thesis we present an in-
tegrated catheter based on copper-coated multimode light-guides capable of delivering both
ablation current and near-infrared pulsed-laser illumination to the target tissue. The gener-
ated optoacoustic signals were used to visualize the ablation lesion formation in heart tissue
in 3D. Our catheter enables the monitoring of ablation lesions with high spatiotemporal res-
olution while the overall therapy-monitoring approach remains compatible with commercially
available catheter designs.
The third attempt to overcome current challenges in optoacoustic imaging is the devel-

opment of a novel, hybrid ultrasound and optoacoustic microscopy system. Research on
the physiological structure of the brain as well as the investigation of neurological disorders
depends on the accurate and volumetric representation of the whole brain. Optoacoustic
microscopy has shown great potential to fulfill these requirements for small model animals
such as mice, providing real-time, high-resolution volumetric images of the brain vascula-
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ture, but existing solutions lack the required field-of-view to visualize the large and intricate
vascular networks spanning the murine brain and skull. This work presents a microscopy
system capable of rapid visualization of large-scale cerebral vascular networks through the
intact skull. The system creates volumetric images of the morphology and oxygenation sta-
tus of the cerebral vasculature with single capillary resolution and a field of view exceeding
6x8 mm2, thus covering the entire cortical vasculature in mice. Complementary pulse-echo
ultrasound recordings furthermore visualize the morphology of the skull and enable precise
localization of the vascular network within and below the bone. The flexible hybrid design
in combination with fast high-resolution imaging in 3D holds promise for generating better
insights into the architecture and function of the neurovascular system.
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Zusammenfassung

Optoakustische Bildgebung, basierend auf der der akustischen Erfassung lichtinduzierter
Ultraschallwellen, ermöglicht die minimal-invasive, schnelle und räumliche Darstellung von
Zellen, Organen und Organismen. Die Kombination aus unschädlicher optischer Anregung,
optischem Kontrast und der hohen Ultraschalleindringtiefe ermöglicht die Visualisierung von
Strukturen, Funktionen und Krankheiten sowohl im präklinischen als auch im klinischen Bere-
ich. Zahlreiche experimentelle und präklinische Bildgebungssysteme wurden bereits entwick-
elt, und optoakustische Bildgebungssysteme werden in Universitätskliniken auf der ganzen
Welt eingesetzt. Während sich die Optoakustik im letzten Jahrzehnt zu einer etablierten und
akzeptierten Bildgebungsmodalität entwickelt hat, gibt es immer noch zahlreiche technische
Herausforderungen, die die optimale Nutzung dieses leistungsstarken Bildgebungsansatzes
behindern. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist es, drei dieser Probleme explizite aufzuzeigen und Lösungen
zu präsentieren um diese Herausforderungen sowohl für die optoakustische Tomographie als
auch für die Mikroskopie zu überwinden.
Die hochauflösende optoakustische Tomographie erfordert Ultraschallsensoren mit einer

großen Anzahl hochempfindlicher Detektorelemente mit hoher Frequenz und hoher Band-
breite. Die Herstellung von Ultraschall-Arrays die diese Anforderungen erfüllen ist sehr
anspruchsvoll und kostenintensiv und behindert eine breitere Anwendung der optoakustis-
chen Tomographie in Kliniken. In dieser Arbeit wird die Anwendung sogenannter Capacitive
Micromachined Ultrasonic Transducers (cMUTs) als Alternative zu herkömmlichen piezoelek-
trischen Sensorarrays für den Einsatz in der optoakustischen Tomographie untersucht. Unsere
Untersuchungen zeigten, dass ein herkömmlicher piezoelektrische Sensor zwar eine bessere
absolute Empfindlichkeit zeigte, der untersuchte cMUT sensor jedoch über einen viel breit-
eren Bereich von Einfallswinkeln eine gute Empfindlichkeit zeigte. Dies führt zu einer Ver-
ringerung von Artefakten bei der Bildgebung und somit zu einer überlegenen optoakustischen
Abbildungsleistung des cMUT Sensorarrays.
Der zweite Versuch, eine Herausforderung der optoakustischen Bildgebung zu überwinden,

war das Design, die Herstellung und die Charakterisierung eines Ablationskatheterprototyps
für die simultane optoakustische Bildgebung und die Hochfrequenzablation. Diese Hochfre-
quenzablation wird im Allgemeinen verwendet, um dysfunktionales Herzgewebe zu entfer-
nen. Die klinischen Ergebnisse hängen jedoch stark vom Fachwissen des Chirurgen ab, da
keine Echtzeitüberwachungsansätze vorhanden sind. In dieser Arbeit stellen wir einen in-
tegrierten Katheter vor, der auf kupferbeschichteten Multimode-Lichtleitern basiert und in
der Lage ist, sowohl Ablationsstrom- als auch Infrarot-Impulslaserbeleuchtung an das Ziel-
gewebe zu liefern. Die erzeugten optoakustischen Signale wurden verwendet, um die Bildung
der Ablationsläsion im Herzgewebe räumlich zu visualisieren. Unser Katheter ermöglicht die
Überwachung von Ablationsläsionen mit hoher räumlicher und zeitlicher Auflösung, während
der Ansatz der Therapieüberwachung insgesamt mit kommerziell erhältlichen Katheterkon-
struktionen vereinbar bleibt.
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Der dritte Versuch, die aktuellen Herausforderungen in der optoakustischen Bildgebung zu
überwinden, ist die Entwicklung eines neuartigen hybriden Ultraschall- und Optoakustischen
Mikroskopiesystems. Die Erforschung der physiologischen Strukturen im Hirn sowie die Un-
tersuchung neurologischer Störungen hängen von der genauen und räumlichen Darstellung
des gesamten Gehirns ab. Die optoakustische Mikroskopie hat großes Potenzial gezeigt,
um diese Anforderungen für kleine Modelltiere wie Mäuse zu erfüllen. Den bestehenden
Lösungen fehlt jedoch das erforderliche Sichtfeld, um das weit gefächerte und komplizierte
Gefäßnetzwerke in Gehirn Schädel zu visualisieren. In dieser Arbeit wird ein Mikroskopiesys-
tem vorgestellt, das in der Lage ist, großflächige zerebrale Gefäßnetzwerke durch den intakten
Schädel schnell sichtbar zu machen. Das System erstellt räumliche Bilder der Struktur und
des Sauerstoffgehalts der Hirngefäße mit kapillarer Auflösung und einem Sichtfeld von mehr
als 6x8 mm2. Damit wird das gesamte kortikale Gefäßsystem in Mäusen abgedeckt. Komple-
mentäre Puls-Echo-Ultraschallaufnahmen visualisieren außerdem die Struktur des Schädels
und ermöglichen eine präzise Lokalisierung des Gefäßnetzes innerhalb und unterhalb des
Knochens. Das flexible design in Kombination mit der schnellen, hochauflösenden und
räumlichen Abbildung ermöglicht bessere Einblicke in die Structur und Funktion des neu-
rovaskulären Systems.
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Preface

This chapter aims to provide the reader with a better understanding of the overall content
of the presented thesis and how the different chapters are linked throughout the course of
my work as a graduate student. Therefore, this chapter provides the context of the different
publications on which this thesis is based and which cannot be provided within the much
narrower scope of the manuscripts themselves.
The publications presented in this thesis share two characteristics, beside the obvious com-

mon denominator of all publications utilizing the optoacoustic (OA) effect. Firstly, they all
aim at increasing the speed with which the targeted tissue or structures can be visualized.
Secondly, they all required either the extensive development of OA imaging systems combin-
ing various fields such as mechanical, electrical, optical and software engineering (the exact
work carried out for each publication is described in the sections prior to the manuscripts).
The later chapters in this thesis are ordered based on the publication date of the peer-
reviewed manuscript they represent. In this chapter however, my work will be presented in
the order it was carried out to facilitate a better understanding of my PhD progress.
The following description of my engagements at the “Multi-Scale Functional and Molecular

Small Animal Imaging Group” at the “Institute of Biological and Medical Imaging” (IBMI)
tries to present a synopsis of the various projects I had the chance to participate in. Our
multidisciplinary group consists of scientists and engineers of various fields and thus has
ample opportunity to help develop solutions to the various challenges of biomedical imaging.
Hence, as an optical engineer, I was involved in the development of a novel optical-resolution
optoacoustic microscopy (OR-OAM) system, investigations into characterizing and applying
a new ultrasound (US) transducer technology of optoacoustic tomography (OAT) as well as
the design, manufacturing and proof-of-concept implementation of a combined OA imaging
and ablation catheter.

A novel optoacoustic microscopy (OAM) design with hybrid optical and acoustic resolution
was developed and evaluated at our institute [1]. While the hybrid-focus optoacoustic mi-
croscope (HFOAM) system already showed a very promising performance, there were several
opportunities to fully utilize the systems potential. The investigation and implementation
of those possible optimizations and their translation into novel applications was the main
focus of my work as a PhD student. While familiarizing myself with the HFOAM system
I participated in experimental work leading to two co-authored publications. On the one
hand, our group established a cellular model in order to investigate the effect of nanosecond
laser exposure on living cells [2]. For this, the HFOAM system was used in both OR-OAM
and acoustic-resolution optoacoustic microscopy (AR-OAM) mode to study the extent and
major exposure parameters responsible for both photobleaching and phototoxicity. On the
other hand, we investigated the deteriorating effects of the murine skull on signal and image
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quality in OAM [3]. We performed both phantom and ex-vivo animal studies to provide a
quantitative description of the various acoustic and optical distortions introduced by murine
skulls and showcase their effects on imaging performance of optoacoustic microscopy.
Once familiar with the system, I started work on extending HFOAMs functionality from

simple morphological imaging of the vasculature to functional imaging. This was achieved
with a dual-wavelength design by using additional optics, enabling rapid alternation between
green (532 nm) and orange (578 nm) laser light during one measurement. The necessary
changes to both hardware and software required for this work are described in Chapter 4 on
page 85 together with the resulting manuscript describing the system hardware as well as
the characterization and application of the system for functional imaging [4]. This work was
also presented at two international conferences [5, 6].
The new HFOAM system, now capable of functional imaging holds great potential to

provide better insights into cerebrovascular function and facilitate efficient studies into neu-
rological and vascular abnormalities of the brain. However, all OA imaging systems targeting
the brain have to overcome the skull as an acoustic barrier, as was shown with the above
described study [3]. This initial study led to considerable effort in our group to overcome
the skull as an acoustic barrier in OA microscopy. A number of studies, all lead by Dr.
Héctor Estrada, further investigated the acoustic properties of the murine skull [7], showed
the existence of skull-guided acoustic waves [8] and resulted in a novel method to partially
overcome the skull as an acoustic barrier in OR-OAM [9]. As a contributing author in these
studies, I assisted in the necessary experiments, data processing and manuscript preparation.
During my last year as a PhD student I initiated a joint study with the “Institute of

Radiation Biology” (ISB) also located at the Helmholtz Zentrum München. After promising
initial results we started an investigation into the effect of ionizing radiation on the murine
skull and brain vasculature using the HFOAM system, which is currently in submission for
publication [10].

The first three years of my work as a graduate student were funded through the OILTEBIA1

Marie Curie ITN. Besides financial support, this program also encourages young researchers
to gain international hands-on experience during industry secondments. The aim of my
OILTEBIA project was to investigate the possible application of capacitive micromachined
ultrasonic transducer (cMUT) arrays for OAT . During a secondment at Vermon (a French
manufacturer of conventional composite piezoelectric US transducer arrays), I developed an
US array characterization setup. This purely US based transmit-receive setup provided first
results which were presented at an international conference [11], but the methodology was
poorly suited to characterize the broadband, angular sensitivity which is a crucial character-
istic for an US transducer used for OAT . Thus, I designed and implemented an improved
characterization setup in our laboratory at the IBMI, based on an ultrawideband omnidirec-
tional OA source. This simple yet powerful setup was used to characterize the frequency
dependence of the angular response of a conventional lead zirconate titanate ultrasonic trans-

1“Optical Imaging and Laser TEchniques for BIomedical Applications” (OILTEBIA) is an initial training net-
work (ITN) funded by the European Community’s Seventh Framework Programme with grant agreement
number 317526.
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ducers (PZT-UTs) and a cMUTs with similar size and central frequency, both manufactured
by Vermon. This project resulted in the peer-reviewed manuscript presented in Chapter 2 on
page 44 and was also presented during the “SPIE Medical Imaging" conference in 2017 [12,
13].

The delivery of OA pulsed excitation illumination is a challenge for both OA microscopy
and tomography. My efforts to provide customizable solutions for light delivery, with the
initial goal of homogenous and efficient light-delivery for acoustic-resolution OA microscopy,
resulted in significant in-house fiber manufacturing capabilities established in our group.
Knowledge and experience in making simple multi-mode fibers bundles led to optimized
illumination systems used in several of our tomographic imaging setups. These custom made
light guides are an integral part of a publication in preparation where these fiber-bundles were
used in combination with 3D printed mounts in order to provide homogenous illumination
for quantitative OAT [14]. My fully customized solution was then applied for volumetric
mapping of neural activity in the mouse brain, described in a manuscript currently under
review [15]. The experience gained during the manufacturing of multi-mode light guides
allowed us to also manufacture more advanced fiber bundles, which directly resulted in the
publication of the manuscript presented in chapter 3. By using copper-coated multi-mode
fibers (MMFs) light-guides which are capable of delivering both electrical current and pulsed-
laser illumination we were able to present a proof-of-concept catheter design for simultaneous
radiofrequency ablation and real-time optoacoustic monitoring [16].

The overall structure of the remaining thesis is as follows. The first, introductory chap-
ter lays the foundation for the later presented manuscripts by providing a theoretical and
practical introduction into both OAT and OR-OAM. Chapter 2 presents the manuscript
on "Optoacoustic characterization of broadband directivity patterns of capacitive microma-
chined ultrasonic transducers" [12]. Chapter 3 then presents my work on an “Integrated
catheter for simultaneous radio frequency ablation and optoacoustic monitoring of lesion
progression” [16]. The final manuscript in Chapter 4 then presents a “Dual-wavelength
hybrid optoacoustic-ultrasound biomicroscopy for functional imaging of large-scale cerebral
vascular networks” [4]. The TU Munich regulations for the award of doctoral degrees re-
quire a one page summary of the author contribution prior to ech presented manuscript [17].
In order to easily and orderly identify the contributions I have made for each individual
manuscript, the author contributions sections in chapters 2, 3 and 4 follow the Contribu-
tor Roles Taxonomy (CRediT) system as proposed in [18]. The CRediT system simplifies
and standardizes the “recognition of the different contributions of researchers, particularly
in multi-authored works”. The Appendix on page A finally presents the publishers letters of
approval, as furthermore required by the TU Munich regulations.
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1. Introduction

The goal of this introductory chapter is to provide a brief introduction to the aspects of

optoacoustic (OA)1 imaging which are most relevant for the presented thesis, namely optical-

resolution optoacoustic microscopy (OR-OAM) and optoacoustic tomography (OAT). As this

PhD thesis is presented as part of a doctorate in experimental medicine, this chapter will

also focus primarily on the practical aspects of both OR-OAM and OAT. Many important

topics relevant for OA imaging cannot be covered here and the interested reader is referred

to the wealth of comprehensive reviews [1–10] and literature [11, 12] on the topic.

1.1. Fundamentals of Optoacoustic Imaging

This chapter provides a brief introduction into the surprisingly long history of OA imaging and

provides the fundamental conceptual and theoretical basis underlying all OA-based imaging

techniques.

1.1.1. History and Perspective of Optoacoustic Imaging

The OA effect, that will be described in more detail in section 1.1.2, has been known for over

one hundred years. German engineer Werner Siemens was one of the many famous scientists

who directly or indirectly investigated the OA effect, which ultimately lead to OA imaging

as we know it today. In 1875 Siemens published a paper in Nature where he describes the

interesting effect of light on the conductivity of crystalline Selenium [13, 14]. The inventor

of the telephone, Alexander Graham Bell, first described the “Production and Reproduction

1The terms OA and photoacoustic are used interchangeably in the literature. The term OA will be used
throughout this work.
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of Sound by Light” in two publications2 in fall 1880 [15, 16]:

“We find that when a vibratory beam of light falls upon these substances they

emit sounds, the pitch of which depends upon the frequency of the vibratory

change in the light.”

where the authors also present the first recorded application of the OA effect, the so-called

photophone. The OA effect was also studied by John Tyndall, who still in 1880 showed that

light can also create an acoustic signal in gas [17]. These experiments where confirmed by

Bell and Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen in the following year when Bell also confirmed the OA

effect in liquids [18, 19]. Still in the same year, Lord Rayleigh provided a simple theoretical

explanation of the effect [20]:

“We may conclude, I think, that there is at present no reason for discarding

the obvious explanation that the sounds in question are due to the bending of

the plates under unequal heating.”

The OA effect3 has since been used extensively for gas analysis in spectrophones [23]. While

spectrophones were used for over a century, they offered only few advantages over conven-

tional gas absorption spectroscopy until 1970. However, the advent of the laser in combi-

nation with more sensitive microphones brought the sensitivity and specificity of OA spec-

troscopy to a new level [24]. The possibility to study gases, liquids and solids in situ has made

the OA effect a valuable spectroscopic tool and the field is still under active development [25].

For over a century, the OA effect was used almost exclusively for the spectroscopy of

gases, until Rosencwaig [26] followed Bell’s original approach and investigated the OA effect

in solids rather than gases. In the same year, Rosencwaig also suggested the potential use of

OA spectroscopy in biology [23] rather than material sciences. It took another decade, until

1981, for Bowen to suggest an imaging scheme that would eventually lead to OA imaging as

we know it today. His approach was to use “RF or microwave electromagnetic radiation, high

2These two publications are a remarkable case of duplicate publication, as the manuscripts submitted to the
American Journal of Science and to Nature are virtually identical.

3The term “optic-acoustic” effect was first used by Veingerov [21] in 1938 and was later used by Delany [22].
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intensity ultrasonic radiation or therapeutic levels of ionizing radiation” to deposit energy in

the tissue and to create a sound wave [27].

This more general approach, now called thermoacoustics [28–31], also yields interesting

results, but Bowen did not realize the potential use of light as an excitation source. The

general interest in OAs steadily increased in the following decade and laser-induced sound

generation was studied to non-destructively evaluate materials [32]. The theoretical funda-

mentals of optoacoustic signals generated in fluids were also developed during that time.

Based on the acoustic wave equation, Diebold et al. [32–34] were able to precisely describe

the shape and amplitude of the generated sound waves as a function of both the shape of

the absorbing body as well as the duration of the exciting laser pulse. This understanding

of the relationship between generated sound waves and object geometry would later allow

the development of inverse reconstruction algorithms. These algorithms make it possible to

deduce the size and shape of the emitting body or tissue by measuring the sound wave it

creates, which ultimately enabled OAT.

It was only due to the combination of theoretical understanding, technological advance-

ments (i.e. high power laser sources, sensitive ultrasound (US) transducers, reconstruction

algorithms and computing capabilities [5]) as well as an increasing need for small animal

imaging [35] that it was possible to create the first “truly” OA imaging scheme in 1994.

Both Kruger et al. [36] as well as Oraevsky et al. [37, 38] presented the first experimental

implementation of OA imaging. After these first papers, the field developed very rapidly and

a large number of different tomographic and microscopic imaging methods were developed

in the years which followed [28, 39–43].

Research on the OA effect and in particular OA imaging has skyrocketed in recent years,

as shown in Figure 1.1. The number of publications on OAs and OA imaging has steadily

increased in the last decade with an overall growth of more than 300% in the number of

OA papers published4. OA imaging is now being translated into more and more commercial

systems by both established industry leaders and a number of startup companies such as

FUJIFILM VisualSonics, iThera Medical or Seno Medical.

4Data based on Elsevier’s Scopus search for the terms photoacoustic and optoacoustic (link)
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Figure 1.1.: The number of publications on optoacoustics and optoacoustic imaging has steadily
increased in the last decade. Data based on Elsevier’s Scopus search for the terms photoacoustic and
optoacoustic (link).

1.1.2. The Optoacoustic Effect

Despite being known for more than a century, interest in applying the OA effect to the

biomedical imaging field has tremendously increased in the last decades, as described in the

previous chapter. Hence, OA imaging is still an emerging and quite novel imaging modality.

The OA effect utilizes short-pulsed electromagnetic radiation5 in order to excite broadband

acoustic waves via photon absorption and thermoelastic expansion. The US waves are de-

tected by an US transducer and are converted into an image similar to conventional US imag-

ing. Figure 1.2 illustrates this three step process, consisting of optical excitaiton (Fig. 1.2a),

US generation (Fig. 1.2b), and US sensing (Fig. 1.2c).

The combination of optical excitation along with US propagation and detection offers

distinct advantages to all OA imaging modalities [9, 10]:

• Both endogenous and exogenous optical contrast enables functional and morphological

imaging from the molecular to the whole body scale

5OA imaging typically relies on light in the visible and near-infrared range but other forms of electromagnetic
radiation such as radiofrequency radiation in the kilo to gigahertz range can be utilized as well. [28–31]
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Figure 1.2.: The optoacoustic effect. a) Pulsed laser light illuminates an optically absorbing sample.
b) The light is locally absorbed and generates broadband US waves. c) The US waves propagate
through the tissue and are absorbed by an US transducer.

• Optical excitation using multiple wavelengths allows spectrally resolved volumetric im-

ages where the chemical composition of biological tissues can readily be identified

• Soft biological tissues such as muscle and most organs are almost transparent for

propagating US waves, allowing orders of magnitude greater penetration in combination

with scalable spatial resolution when compared to purely optical techniques.

• Most OA imaging approaches are compatible and complementary with existing imaging

modalities.

• Optical excitation is safer and more cost effective than using ionizing radiation.

1.1.3. Optoacoustic Wave Equation

Section 1.1.2 provided a brief conceptual explanation of the OA effect, however, a more

quantitative description is required in order to build and optimize real-world imaging system

based on the OA effect and in order to reconstruct images from measured OA signals. This

section therefore provides a short theoretical overview of the generation of OA waves while

focusing on the resulting technical requirements and considerations regarding OA imaging

systems. A more detailed theoretical derivation and description of the phenomenon can be

found in the literature [11, 44].

Pressure waves generated by the absorption of short pulses of laser radiation can be

5



described based on the solution of the acoustic wave equation [33, 44]:

[
∇2 − 1

v2s
∂

∂t2
]
p = − β

CP

∂H
∂t , (1.1.1)

with ∇ the gradient, vs the speed of sound (SOS)6, and p the resulting pressure field and

with the source term on the right hand side with H the local energy deposited by the optical

pulse, Cp the heat capacity and β the thermal expansion.

The wave equation (1.1.1) is valid only if both temporal heat confinement and stress

confinement criteria are met [45]. These criteria need to be fulfilled by the excitation light

source, and are hence of tremendous importance for practical implementations of OA systems.

Heat confinement requires that energy deposited by the laser pulse is not lost through heat

diffusion. Using the heat diffusion equation, it is possible to approximate the heat diffusion

length d for a given heating time τ to be [46]:

d =
√
4ατ (1.1.2)

with the thermal diffusivity α. For absorbers of size d , the heat confinement requirements

can be expressed as a pulse duration

τh <
d2
4α . (1.1.3)

With the thermal diffusivity α of aproximately 1.5 × 10−7mm2s−1 for biological tissue [47]

and absorbers with a size of approximately 10 micrometers or more, the heat confinement

time τh is more than 100 microseconds.

Stress confinement requires the pressure relaxation during the laser pulse to be negligible

as is the case if the duration of the laser pulse is shorter than the time required for the

pressure wave to propagate out of the imaged structure [45]:

τs <
d
c . (1.1.4)

6The speed of sound in both water and biological tissue is approximately 1500ms−1.
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The SOS in tissue is close to that in water, approximately 1500ms−1. Absorbers with sizes

smaller than 15 micrometers therefore require laser pulse durations shorter than 10 nanosec-

onds. Since temporal stress confinement requires nanosecond laser pulses compared to the

millisecond pulses required by the heat confinement criteria, the latter can be neglected.

The stress confinement criteria does however have a major impact on the design of any OA

imaging system. Nanosecond short pulses with sufficient per pulse energy are not easily

generated with standard lasers and special care has to be taken when imaging with microm-

eter precision. If the illuminating laser pulses are too long and thus do not meet the stress

confinement requirements, they have a low-pass filtering effect on the generated US frequen-

cies [29]. The higher the desired resolution the shorter the excitation pulses have to be in

order to still fulfill the conditions of both the heat diffusion and temporal stress confinements

in biological tissues.

If heat and stress confinement requirements are fulfilled, (1.1.1) is valid. However, repre-

senting the wave equation in the form of a velocity potential φ simplifies finding a solution:7

[
∇2 − 1

v2s

]
φ = β

ρCP
H, (1.1.5)

with ρ being the fluid density. The resulting pressure is then simply calculated as

p = −ρ∂φ
∂t . (1.1.6)

Equation 1.1.5 can be solved analytically for infinite space and for the case of a uniformly

irradiated sphere using Green’s functions [49]:

φ(x, t) = − β

4πρCp

∫ H(x, t − |x−x ′|
vs )

|x − x ′| dx. (1.1.7)

The heating function H(r , t) created by a very short laser pulse that homogeneously irradiates

7Representing (1.1.1) using the velocity potential reduces the difficult problem of finding the particle velocity
vector to the simpler problem of finding the scalar φ. This “trick” is often used in electrostatics and
electrodynamics, where the electric field E, i.e. a vector field, can be described by the electric potential
V , i.e a scalar field. See Chapter 2.3.2 ”Comments on Potential” in [48] for a detailed explanation of the
benefits gained by such a representation.
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a sphere can be expressed as

H(r , t) = µaFΠ0,R(r)δ(t), (1.1.8)

µa the optical absorption coefficient, F the optical fluence, R the sphere radius and where

Πa,b(r) is a boxcar function defined as

Πa,b(r) =

 1 for a < r < b

0 otherwise
. (1.1.9)

Equation (1.1.8) hence describes the case of a sphere which is heated by a delta function

optical pulse. By inserting (1.1.8) into (1.1.7) one can calculate the velocity function (see

[11] for a detailed derivation) from which the resulting pressure field is then calculated using

(1.1.6). The pressure field created by a short laser pulse illuminating a sphere can then be

found to be

p(r , t) = µaβFv2s R
2CPr

(1− τ)Π0,2(τ), (1.1.10)

with the dimensionless retarded time τ relative to the perimeter of the sphere

τ = vs
R

(
t − r − R

vs

)
. (1.1.11)

This pressure field is shown in Figure 1.3 together with the corresponding pressure fields

created by an infinity cylinder as well as an infinite layer. The corresponding formulas

describing the pressure fields can be derived in a similar fashion as was used to derive

(1.1.10) as shown in [11, 33].

By examining the equation for the retarded time (1.1.11), one can find a qualitative

description between the size of the illuminated object and the pulse duration ∆t. Solving

(1.1.11) for t

t(τ) = τR
vs

+ r − R
vs

(1.1.12)
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Figure 1.3.: Photoacoustic pressure waves created by homogeneously illuminating a sphere, an infinite
cylinder and an infinite layer with a very short laser pulse. Calculated by numerically differentiating
the corresponding velocity potentials given in [11].

and calculating the start (t1(τ = 0)) and end time (t2(τ = 2)) of the pulse as

t1(τ = 0) = r − R
vs

(1.1.13)

t2(τ = 2) = 2R
vs

+ r − R
vs

(1.1.14)

the pulse duration ∆t can be easily calculated as

∆t = t2 − t1 =
2R
vs

. (1.1.15)

Hence, the pulse duration decreases for smaller spheres, as is intuitively expected. The

smaller the irradiated object, the shorter the generated OA pulse, whereas larger objects

will create longer pulses. Small absorbers create shorter pulses, which in turn have a higher

bandwidth, and contain higher frequencies. This imposes the second major constraint when

designing an OA imaging system. In order to obtain high resolution images, it is important

to excite high-frequency and high-bandwidth US waves using nanosecond laser pulses and to

measure those generated waves using US sensors sensitive to the generated frequency range.

Hence the laser, the US transducer and the subsequent electronics have to be matched in

order to obtain optimal imaging results.
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1.2. Instrumentation for Optoacoustic Imaging

After having introduced the principles on which all OA imaging systems rely, this section

will describe the parts comprising actual OA imaging systems. Section 1.2.1 will discuss the

OA imaging chain in principle and sections 1.3.2 and 1.3.1 will discuss the two OA imaging

systems most relevant to this thesis, namely OAT and OR-OAM.

1.2.1. The Optoacoustic Imaging Chain

Figure 1.2 provides a very simplicistic view of the underlying principle of OA imaging. Fig-

ure 1.4 provides a more realistic overview by more accurately breaking down the single steps

taking place in the OA imaging chain.

electronic path

digitization

signal
processing

reconstruction and
display

acoustic path

ultrasound
generation

us propagation

acoustic detection

pulsed
(laser) source

light delivery
and propagation

optical path

optical
absorption

Figure 1.4.: The optoacoustic imaging chain can be broken down into three parts based on the
transmitted signal: The optical path, the acoustic path, and the electronic path.

Optical Path The OA effect is based on laser-generated acoustic waves and hence a suit-

able pulsed laser source is required in order to efficiently generate OA signals, as already

discussed in section 1.1.3 in the context of OA wave generation. Practically all implementa-

tions of OA imaging systems rely on high-power, Q-switched laser sources, as those provide

the required nanosecond laser pulses. Recently, pulsed LED light sources have also been

applied for OA imaging [50], where there low cost and small size could provide significant

advantages for translating OA imaging into the clinics.

The generated short pulsed light then has to be delivered to the investigated tissue. Free
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beam optics offer great power handling and highly efficient transmission, however they require

fixed mirrors and are hence very inflexible in terms of the illumination geometries that can

be realized. Optical fibers and optical fiber bundles on the other hand offer great flexibility

as they allow an almost arbitrary arrangement for illumination. Hence, OA imaging systems

almost exclusively rely on optical fibers to relay the light from the source to the target.

Once light enters biological tissue, it is significantly attenuated, often over distances as

short as hundreds of micrometers. The attenuation of light fluence8 can be expressed as

an exponential decay, known in spectroscopy as the Beer-Lambert law [51]. Fluence as

a function of the distanced z traveled within a homogenous and attenuating material is

described as

Φ(z) = Φ0e−µeffz , (1.2.1)

with µeff being the effective rate of decay, also called transport or absorption coefficient and

Φ0 being the initial fluence. The two main sources of attenuation in tissue are scattering

and absorption, i.e.

µeff = µa + µs . (1.2.2)

Depending on the tissue and wavelength of the propagating wave, either absorption or scat-

tering may dominate [52, 53].

While both scattering and absorption of light occur in biological tissues, scattering typically

dominates over absorption [54]. This is the underlying reason why OAT can utilize the

rich optical absorption of chromophores but is still capable of penetration depths of several

centimeters. Scattering deflects propagating photons from their original direction and the

amount of scattering can be characterized by the average distance between scattering events,

called the mean free path (MFP), defined as the inverse of the absorption-coefficient, i.e.

8Light fluence and intensity are often used synonymously, with fluence being the more accurate description
(units W/m2). Sound intensity on the other hand is well defined as the product of pressure and sound
velocity, i.e. ~I = p~v and is therefore not the same as sound pressure. It is noteworthy that the human eye
senses light intensity while the human ear directly senses the acoustic pressure.
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MFP = 1/µeff. In highly scattering tissue, such as brain or skin tissue, the MFP is of the

order of 10− 100µm [54]. Due to the short MFP, most photons propagating through tissue

with a thickness of 100µm or more will therefore be scattered and will deviate from their

original trajectory, resulting in a blurred image. In order to prevent this photon scattering,

it is necessary to reduce the distance light travels within the tissue. It is for this reason that

tissue slices used for traditional microscopy are only a few micrometers thick, resulting in

unscattered photon propagation and high resolution, diffraction-limited images.

Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM), multiphoton fluorescence microscopy (MPF),

light sheet fluorescence microscopy (LSFM), and optoacoustic microscopy (OAM) are less

limited in their imaging depth in tissue. They are limited by the so-called transport mean free

path (TMFP) which takes into account the average angle by which photons are deflected

as a result of each scattering event. Since this deflection is typically quite small, it takes

approximately ten scattering events until the photon has completely lost its initial direction

and undergoes a random walk. Hence, the TMFP lengths are typically one order of magnitude

larger than the MFP. Typical values of the TMFP are 0.6mm in the brain and 1.1mm in

muscle tissue [55]. Optical scattering contributes to a significant resolution and fluence loss

since the light will leave the tissue after what is effectively a random walk. It is therefore

not possible to image through several millimeters or centimeters of scattering tissue using

conventional microscopy techniques. The TMFP hence also represents an upper limit to the

possible penetration depth in OR-OAM.

Acoustic Path Once light has propagated through the tissue it is absorbed by localized

chromophores and will generate an initial temperature rise, which is converted to a pressure

rise via thermoelastic expansion. This is the first step of the acoustic path, namely the

generation of US waves.

It was shown in section 1.1.3 that the initial pressure distribution generated by local optical

absorption of short laser pulses depends on numerous factors. Using equation (1.1.10), the
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initial pressure distribution p(r , t = 0) can be expressed more generally as

p(r , t = 0) = βv2s
CP

µa(r)F (r). (1.2.3)

Typically, the first part describing the conversion efficiency of energy to pressure is called

Grüneisen parameter, Γ = βv2s /CP , further simplifying equation (1.2.3):

p(r , t = 0) = Γµa(r)F (r). (1.2.4)

Hence, the amplitude of the generated US pressure waves depend on local optical properties,

acoustic properties and the light fluence.

This initial pressure rise propagates as an US wave, and considerations regarding acoustic

intensity are equivalent to those described above for optical fluence. However, US scattering

in biological tissue is two or three orders of magnitude weaker compared to optical scat-

tering [56]. The TMFP is therefore also two or three orders of magnitude longer, allowing

for much higher depth penetration in both conventional US imaging and OAT. Scattering

loss typically comprises less than 20% of the overall attenuation for US propagation in soft

tissue and it is important to consider absorption as a limiting factor. As was the case for

optical attenuation, US attenuation can be described as an exponential decay, where the

initial pressure p0 is attenuated after propagation trough a medium of thickness z :

p(z) = p0e−αz , (1.2.5)

with α the US attenuation coefficient expressed in Np/cm9. Just like it’s optical counterpart,

α depends on the frequency of the propagating US wave:

α(f ) = α0 × f m. (1.2.6)

However, the attenuation in soft tissues is typically approximated to be linear with fre-

quency, i.e. α ∝ f 1. Typical values for the attenuation coefficient are in the order of

9Np = 20 log10 edB ≈ 8.685889638 dB
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0.002 dB/(cm×MHz) for water, 0.17 dB/(cm×MHz) for blood, 0.52 dB/(cm×MHz) for

fat, and 1.2 dB/(cm×MHz) for muscle tissue [57]. As an example, US waves with a

frequency of 5MHz propagating through 1 cm of tissue and assuming an attenuation of

0.75 dB/(cm×MHz) or 0.0863Np/(cm×MHz) for mixed tissue will be attenuated by 35%.

In contrast, a wave with a frequency of 50 MHz propagating through the same tissue will be

attenuated by almost 99%. This frequency-dependent absorption results in reduced signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR) as well as a temporal dispersion of the acoustic waves and hence

contributes to the broadening of the OA signals [58].

In order to form an image based on the generated US waves it is necessary to record a

time-resolved electrical signal of the pressure wave using an US transducer. The conversion

from pressure waves, i.e. mechanical displacement, to voltage is typically achieved via piezo-

electric devices. This conversion step is crucial for all OA imaging systems, as both sensitivity

and image resolution are mostly depending on the transducer characteristics. Hence the US

transducer is one of the most important components in an OA imaging system. OAT usually

utilizes numerous detectors (so called US transducer arrays) while OR-OAM relies on single,

high-frequency, and focused US transducers as discussed in more detail in sections 1.3.1 and

1.3.2.

Electronic Path The voltage signals created by the transducer must be amplified, digitized,

and processed to be finally analyzed or displayed, which is the last step in the OA imaging

chain.

Amplification of the voltage signals close to the source, i.e. the US transducer elements,

prior to digitization is often required. Noise sources such as thermal and coupled noise can

ultimately not be avoided and the electronic signals generated by the transducer are often

only moderately above this fundamental noise level. Using carefully designed and impedance

matched low noise amplifiers (LNAs) significantly improves the signal power (typically 20 dB

amplification) while only moderately degrading the SNR [59]. This increased power enables

transmission of the electronic signal from the sensing location near the transducer to the

analog-to-digital converter (ADC) device with little additional noise being picked up. The
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amplifier furthermore acts as an impedance matching element between the high-impedance

of most piezoelectric transducers and the 50Ω input impedance commonly used in ADC

devices. Additionally, the increased signal power also allows the ADC to fully utilize its

digital range, hence improving the effective number of bits (ENOB)10.

Digitization is performed using ADCs build into data acquisition systems (DAQs) which

can furthermore offer filtering and amplification of the electronic signals prior to digitiza-

tion. The requirements for the used electronic equipment are dictated by the employed US

transducer. When selecting a suitable ADC device, three aspects are most crucial in order

to not impede the overall system performance, namely the resolution, the sampling rate and

the transmission bandwidth. The requirements for the resolution, expressed as the number

of available bits (see also comment on the ENOB above), depend on both the specific im-

plementation as well as the other system parts. Generally, the resolution should be chosen

as to not be the limiting factor when digitizing the analog signals. Hence, for a given input

range of the ADC, the least significant bit should encode a value that is less or equal to the

noise floor of the system. Typical resolutions used in OA imaging systems today are 10 bit

to 14 bit [12].

The sampling rate11 of the ADC has to match both the imaging modality and specifically

the used transducer. Here, the Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem has to be fulfilled, which

states [60]:

“If a function x(t) contains no frequencies higher than B hertz, it is completely

determined by giving its ordinates at a series of points spaced 1/(2B) seconds

apart.”

Hence, a transducer with a bandwidth of 10MHz has to be sampled at least at twice the rate,

i.e. 20Msps. In reality, accurate digitization requires sampling rates three to four times the

10The resolution of ADCs is specified by the number of discrete levels used to store the converted analog
values which is defined by the number of bits used to represent the value where n-bits provide 2n discrete
levels. The electronics used in ADC devices introduce noise which reduces the number of effectively
available bits. This is expressed via the ENOB which specifies the resolution of an ideal ADC with the
same resolution.

11The analog signal is converted to a stream of numbers called samples. The number of samples per second
is called the sampling rate, measured in samples per second (sps).
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assumed bandwidth. Generally, OAM utilizes higher bandwidth US transducers and hence

requires ADCs with a higher sampling rate while OAT uses numerous, lower bandwidth

transducer elements. The requirements for OAM where a single channel is sampled at rates

between 100 and 250Msps are easily fulfilled by modern electronics. In contrast, OAT

imaging systems are less demanding in terms of the sample rate (typically less than 40Msps)

but their often huge number of available channels makes digitization challenging.

While not directly a measure of the analog to digital conversion but more of the subse-

quent communication electronics, a sufficient transmission bandwidth is crucial for high-speed

imaging applications both in OAM and OAT . The large number of elements utilized in OAT

in combination with sampling rates of 40Msps or more and imaging depths of a few cen-

timeters result in a large amount of data. For example, using a 512 element transducer

sampled with a resolution of 12 bit at 50Msps and imaging a depth12 of 5 cm results in

16 bit× 50Msps× 3.3µs× 512 ≈ 14Mb of data generated by a single laser shot and hence

for a single image13. As imaging rates in OAT can approach hundreds of Hertz [61], data

transmission rates increase accordingly and easily reach hundreds of megabits per second.

Taking into account transmission overhead, this can become a limiting factor for the imaging

speed if not taken into account when designing an OA system.

Once the digitized signals are transmitted to a PC numerous processing steps are carried

out in order to obtain volumetric images of high quality and which allow quantitative analysis

of the imaged structures. Those steps include digital filtering14 preprocessing to reduce the

amount of data and speed up processing, correction of the transducers impulse response

and most importantly image reconstruction. This reconstruction step is generally straight

forward in OAM due to the point-by-point scanning (see Section 1.3.2). In OAT however the

12With the SOS in water of ≈ 1500m/s the 5 cm imaging depth are equivalent to sampling over a period of
≈ 3.3µs.

1316 bit are required to store and transmit the 12 bit number recorded by the ADC as computers store and
transmit numbers in bytes rather than bits.

14Typically a bandpass filter is used in order to remove a potential DC-bias and low-frequency artifacts as well
as high-frequency noise. The lower cutoff frequency can be estimated as fl = c/d wit c the speed of sound
in water of approximately 1500m/s and d the size of the field-of-view (FOV). Hence, for larger FOVs
fl has to be reduced accordingly, as larger structures generate lower frequency OA responses. Typically
values for fl are around 50 kHz for OAT and 200 kHz for OAM . The upper cutoff frequency should be
chosen as to match the upper limit of the US transducers sensitivity.
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reconstruction is decisive for the final image quality. Numerous reconstruction approaches

exist, each driven by obtaining higher quality images as fast as possible. In general, two major

approaches exist, namely back-projection or model-based reconstruction. The former is com-

putationally highly effective and allows real-time visualization of OA images with high frame

rates when being performed on a GPU [62] while model-based reconstructions provide higher

image quality and obtain more accurate and hence quantitative reconstructions. Despite their

importance for OAT imaging, reconstruction approaches and their implementations were not

part of the presented thesis and are hence beyond the scope of this introduction. Numerous

reviews and books provide a thorough introduction into the topic [5, 6, 9–11, 63–65].

1.2.2. Sensitivity of Optoacoustic Imaging Systems

The overall acoustic sensitivity of an OA imaging system is limited by both the transducer

and the electronic characteristics and is ultimately limited by thermal acoustic noise [66].

Any OA imaging system’s sensitivity can be quantified using the noise equivalent pressure

(NEP) [67]:

NEP(f ) =
√
kBT [1 + Fn/η(f )]Za/A] (1.2.7)

with kB the Boltzmann constant, T the temperature, Fn the noise factor, η(f ) the efficiency

of the US transducer at frequency f , Za is the acoustic impedance of the medium, and A

the detector area. Here, η(f ) and A are evidently depending only on the utilized transducer

while the noise factor Fn is influenced by both the transducer and amplification electronics.

The combination of transducer efficiency and area together with the added electronic noise

therefore imposes a fundamental lower limit to the sensitivity of the OA imaging system.

The NEP of resonant, spherically focused US transducers with a high Q-factor and this low

damping is in the order of tens of µPa/
√
Hz due to their very high on-resonance efficiency

η(f ). However, these undamped, resonant transducers are not suitable for the detection of

broadband OA signals. The broadband transducers used in OA imaging typically have much

lower efficiencies, resulting in typical NEPs of approximately 1mPa/
√
Hz.
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Recently, novel approaches to US detection are driven by the need for affordable, high-

frequency US arrays with many elements. Here, optical sensors and capacitive microma-

chined ultrasonic transducers (cMUTs) seem to be the most promising candidates to replace

conventional piezoelectric transducers. The former, optical detection approaches already

provide sensitivities as low as 2mPa/
√
Hz [68] while cMUTs with even better sensitivity of

0.9mPa/
√
Hz [69] have been achieved. Both approaches allow the integration of US trans-

ducer into miniature catheters, since their performance is less dependent on the sensitive

area. For example, a fiber based transducer with an microscopic15 effective area of only

270µmx125µm = 0.03mm2 showed a sensitivity of 25mPa/
√
Hz [70].

1.3. Practical Implementations of Optoacoustic Imaging

Systems

The two implementations of OA imaging, OAT and OR-OAM, which are of most interest

for this thesis are shown schematically in Figure 1.5 together with conventional optical

microscopy and pulse echo US imaging. This section provides a quick overview of how

the challenges of light delivery and acoustic detection are solved in practical OA imaging

implementations while focusing on the OAT and OAM imaging systems used for the presented

thesis. Section 1.3.1 also presents a general description of the 3D-array based system which

was used for the publication presented in Chapter 3. Section 1.3.2, focusing on OAM , also

presents the hybrid-focus optoacoustic microscope (HFOAM) system which is described and

characterized in detail in the publication presented in Chapter 4.

1.3.1. Optoacoustic Tomography

Optoacoustic tomography is probably the best known OA imaging modality due to its suit-

ability for imaging on various size scales and the combination of endogenous contrast, cen-

timeter scale imaging depth and very high achievable imaging speeds. This enables potential

application in all stages of bio-medical research, from investigations on cells and molecules

15This area is approximately four times the cross-sectional area of a human hair!
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Figure 1.5.: Comparison of optoacoustic imaging systems...

over whole-mouse imaging to imaging on humans [10, 71, 72]. OAT, shown schematically

on the right of Figure 1.5 is characterized by a combination of diffuse light delivery and si-

multaneous acoustics detection by hundreds of transducer elements. The simple and diffuse

light delivery and volumetric image reconstruction following a single laser pulse makes OAT

the most general and least restrictive OA imaging technique.

Light sources for OAT have to provide large per pulse energies of several millijoule since

the light is evenly distributed in the tissue where it needs to generate sufficient OA signals

even after propagating trough optically thick tissue. To this end, diode pumped, actively

q-switched optical parametric oscillators (OPOs) are used [73]. These lasers combine the

required millijoules pulse energies with repetition rates of more than 100Hz while also being

wavelength tunable. The ability to perform rapid wavelength switching between individual

shots enables multispectral OAT , which allows for label-free, functional imaging [8, 74].

Light delivery from the laser source to the sample is typically performed using commercially

available fiber light guides. Those bundles are easy to use due to their large size and their

resulting ruggedness, making them very suitable for experimental work in the laboratory or

for use in clinical settings. However, they are expensive and limit the illumination geometry.

Recently, our group has investigated the application of inhouse-made optical fiber bundles.

These bundles can be made cheaply and quickly based on the required geometry and my

work on these bundles has led to the publication presented in Chapter 3.

Once light is delivered to the target, OA signals are generated, propagate through the

tissue and acoustic detection is performed by US transducer arrays with typically at least 128

elements and with up to 512 and more elements in recent implementations. The transducer
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elements are arranged on a either planar, cylindrical, or spherical surfaces. All three geome-

tries can be used in OAT but cylindrical and spherical arrangements are preferred for their

increased sensitivity due to mechanical focusing. However, since cylindrical and spherical

detection geometries require access around the target and have a reduce FOV and are hence

more limited to applications such as breast or mouse imaging. Planar arrays do not have

these limitations and can hence be easier applied to imaging humans, however at the cost

of reduced SNR.

Conventional US imaging systems utilize transducer arrays consisting of a large number

of piezoelectric elements [75]. Similar arrays are used in OAT as these arrays can provide

video-rate imaging since no mechanical scanning of the transducer is necessary and they can

be applied for real time OA imaging [55, 76]. However, the fabrication of US arrays with

a high number of elements, high central frequency and high bandwidth is still challenging,

making the US transducer arrays one of the most expensive parts of any OAT system.

Figure 1.6 shows an illustration of a modern OAT imaging system as used in our laboratory.

This system was the basis for the publication described in detail in Chapter 3 and has been

used extensively in recent years [62, 77, 78]. An OPO based laser (Innolas Laser GmbH,

Krailling, Germany) provides nanosecond (<10 ns) pulses in the visible wavelength range with

up to 100 Hz repetition rate. The laser light is coupled into a fiber bundle and the distal

end of the bundle terminates in a central bore of a spherical high frequency US matrix array.

The US matrix array consists of 256 or 512 detection elements distributed on a spherical

cap and a three to four cm radius16. The resolution of OAT imaging systems depends on

various factors such as transducer bandwidth, aperture, sensing geometry, and sampling and

can further be influenced by the imaged sample. However, as a first approximation the

transducer’s bandwidth typically is the main factor limiting the spatial resolution. For a

transducer with a large detection bandwidth, the resolution can be approximated as

δr ≈ 0.8× λcut-off = c
fcut-off

. (1.3.1)

16Our lab utilizes both a 256 and a 512 element transducer with similar geometries.
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with λcut-off the cut-off wavelength defined as c/fcut-off and c the SOS in water17. The

individual US transducer elements have a central frequency of 4 MHz and 100% detection

bandwidth. The resulting cut-off frequency of 6 MHz predicts a resolution of approximately

200 µm which has been experimentally validated.
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Figure 1.6.: Exemplary optoacoustic tomography implementation illustrating the main parts of every
OAT system, namely a pulsed light source, diffuse light delivery, and tomographic detection using
multiple transducers and image reconstruction.

1.3.2. Optoacoustic Microscopy

Much like optical microscopy, OR-OAM utilizes focused light for the excitation of OA signals.

As indicated in Figure 1.5, this reduces the depth penetration of OAM to the quasi-ballistic

photon regime and hence a depth of less than 1 mm compared to several centimeter depth

penetration possible with OAT imaging in the diffusive regime (see also paragraph optical

path in Section 1.2.1)18.

Almost all OAM implementations rely on confocal optical illumination and acoustic detec-

17See Section 1.3.2 for a derivation of Equation 1.3.1
18For this chapter, OAM will be assumed to mean OR-OAM. A description of acoustic-resolution optoacoustic

microscopy (AR-OAM) is beyond the scope of this thesis and interested readers are referred to [29, 79–81].
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tion19, as shown in an exemplary way in both in Figure 1.5 and 1.8. Each focused excitation

pulse is aimed at a different spot in the target for which a time-resolved OA response is

recorded. The excitation pulse is then moved over the specimen and hence a volumetric

image can be formed “step by step” and without the need for computationally expensive

image reconstruction.

The spatial resolution is typically anisotropic in OAM systems, and one has to distinguish

between the lateral resolution δr and the axial resolution δz . This difference in resolution is

a result of the confocal optical illumination and acoustic detection. The lateral or in-plane

(typically x/y -axes) resolution is given by the employed optics and the resulting optical focus.

The axial resolution describes the resolution along the transducer axis (typically the z-axis),

i.e. along the propagation direction of the US waves and is a result of the characteristics of

the US transducer.

The lateral resolution of OAM is determined by the optical focus, assuming an optical focus

smaller than the acoustic focus as is the case for virtually all OR-OAM implementations. The

lateral resolution δr in focus is limited by optical diffraction and can be estimated using the

well known Abbe diffraction limit [83]:

δr =
λ

2n sin θ = λ

2NA (1.3.2)

with λ the optical wavelength, n the refractive index of the propagation medium20, θ the

opening half-angle and NA the numerical aperture. With modern, high-quality immersion

objectives, a resolution of less than one micrometer can easily be achieved using visible

light [85].

While high resolution is a desirable quality for any imaging system, one has to also take into

account the achievable depth of focus (DOF). The Rayleigh length, defined as the distance

from the focus for which the area of the beams cross section is doubled, is a possible way to

19A notable exception of OAM without this confocal design was presented by Allen et al. in 2018 [82]. There,
focused optical excitation is performed using galvanometric mirrors while acoustic detection is performed
with a stationary, unidirectional US transducer.

20Since OA requires acoustic coupling between the sample and the US transducer, the propagation medium
is almost exclusively water with a refractive index of 1.33 in the visible range [84].
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define the DOF. For a Gaussian beam, the Rayleigh length zR is calculated as [86]:

zR = πw2
0

λ
(1.3.3)

with w0 the radial beam size in focus. One can easily appreciate the compromise that has

to be made between resolution and DOF when replacing w0 with the in-focus resolution δr
defined in Equation 1.3.2 and expressing the DOF as twice the Rayleigh length, as both areas

before and behind the focal spot are of interest:

DOF = 2zR = 2πw2
0

λ
= πδ2r

2λ = πλ

8NA2 , (1.3.4)

which is close to the value found by Born and Wolf [87, 88]:

DOF = λ

2NA2 . (1.3.5)

Comparing Equations 1.3.4 to 1.3.2 it is noteworthy that the resolution is an inversely pro-

portional function of the NA while the DOF scales quadratically with the inverse of the NA.

Hence, doubling the NA will double the achievable resolution while the DOF will be four

times smaller. Figure 1.7 and Table 1.1 illustrate this tradeoff between high resolution and

low DOF for realistically achievable values of the NA between 0.01 and 1.3.

Table 1.1.: Comparison of NA, lateral resolution and DOF in practical OR-OAM implementations.
Author Year NA d (µm) DOF (µm) Ref.
Zhang et al. 2010 1.23 0.22 0.2* [85]
Zhang et al. 2012 0.50 0.58 1.0 [89]
Hu et al. 2011 0.13 2.56 15* [90]
Maslov et al. 2008 0.10 3.70 40 [91]
Yao et al. 2015 0.10 3.00 83 [92]
Rebling et al. 2018 0.015 12.0 2000 [93]

* Value not provided but calculated based on NA.

Superior depth penetration is one of the major advantages of OAM compared to conven-

tional optical microscopy. It is for this reason, that most practical OAM implementations
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Figure 1.7.: Lateral resolution and depth of focus as function of the numerical aperture. See Table 1.1
for numerical values and references.

trade in-focus resolution for enhanced depth-of-field. This can be seen by the relatively low

NA optics used in most of the OAM implementations shown. Almost all systems have an NA

of less than 0.5 with the majority having an NA of approximately 0.1 and with the exception

of the work by Zhang et al. [85]. The limited DOF shown in Figure 1.7 and Table 1.1 are

caused by the strongly diverging beams when using high NA objectives and are not due to

photon scattering. Hence, DOF is not equal to the achievable depth penetration. As men-

tion in Section 1.2.1, the latter is limited by the ballistic photon regime and is approximately

1 mm in scattering biological tissue for all OAM implementations. The DOF does however

limit the effective depth penetration for a single scan in OAM . OAM implementations with

a large NA such as those presented by Zhang et al. [85] requires numerous scans at various

depths to fully image a thick or curved sample21. OAM systems with a low NA, such as

21Acquiring images at various focal planes is commonly used in conventional optical microscopy. This so-called
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the one presented in Chapter 4 sacrifice sub-micron resolution for an extended DOF, thus

eliminating the need for z-stacking.

The axial resolution δz is determined mainly by the frequency bandwidth B for which

the US transducer is sensitive, as was the case for OAT described in Section 1.3.1. The

point-spread function (PSF) of any imaging system can be used to fully characterize the

resolution [94]. When a real-world signal is measured, the PSF is convoluted with the

actual signal and produces the measured signal. The width of the PSF is therefore a direct

indication of the signal quality and ultimately of the resolution. This is easily understood

in the frequency domain, where the modulation transfer function (MTF), i.e. the Fourier

transform of the PSF, describes the band-pass function of the system. Since a convolution in

the time domain is simply a multiplication in the frequency domain, one can easily appreciate

the filtering function of the MTF. The band-pass function H(k) of a real US transducer will

have a limited frequency bandwidth and will act as a low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency

fcut-off, i.e.

H(k) =

 1 for f ≤ fcut-off
0 otherwise

, (1.3.6)

and hence with a bandwidth B that is equal to the cut-off frequency: B = fcut-off. It can be

shown22 that the axial PSF of a photoacoustic point source located at ra as a function of

the band-pass function H(k) is given as

PSFz(R) =
1

2π2
∫ ∞
0

H(k)j0(kR)k2dk, (1.3.7)

with R = |r − ra| being the distance from the point source, jn the spherical Bessel function

of the first kind and k the wavenumber, defined as k = 2π
λ = 2πf

c . The integration in (1.3.7)

can be performed, and after normalization one obtains

PSF(R) = 3j1(kcut-offR)
kcut-offR

. (1.3.8)

focus-stacking or z-stacking improves the DOF at the cost of increased acquisition times.
22 See section 5.3 “Bandwidth-Limited PSFs” in [11].
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The resolution of a system is often defined using the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM).

Using 3j1(x)/x = 0.5 when x = 2.4983, the axial resolution δz is easily computed as

δz = 2× 2.4983
kcut-off

≈ 0.8× λcut-off ≈ 0.8× c
fcut-off

. (1.3.9)

It is evident that in order to maximize the axial resolution of an OAM system, it is necessary to

use US transducers with a high bandwidth. The larger the bandwidth, the tighter the resulting

PSF and the better the achievable resolution. For an US transducer with a bandwidth

B = 30MHz it is possible to obtain an axial resolution of δz ≈ 40µm. However, there is an

upper limit to improving the bandwidth and hence the axial resolution. In addition to the

difficulties of manufacturing very high frequency transducers with bandwidths of 100MHz

and more, US is strongly attenuated for those high frequencies, again limiting the depth

penetration to less than 1 mm.

The illuminated volume23 in OAM is several orders of magnitude smaller when compared

to OAT . The diffuse illumination used in OAT requires a homogenous illumination of the

entire FOV at once, i.e. illumination of more than 1 cm2 with fluences of several mJ/cm2

and hence several mJ per-pulse energy. In contrast, OAM is based on illuminating an area

smaller than the US focus, with beam diameters of only a few micrometers. In addition, the

use of focused and hence more sensitive US transducers further reduces the required light

fluence. As a result, OAM requires lasers with per-pulse energies of typically less than 1µJ.

While the per-pulse energy requirements are modest in OAM , laser with much higher pulse

repetition frequencies (PRFs) are needed. In order to sample a FOVs of 10mm by 10mm

with a step size of 10µm within one minute, a minimum PRF of 16 kHz is required. This is

several order of magnitude faster than the few tens of hertz typically utilized in OAT . Modern

OAM implementations hence utilize fast diode-pumped solid-state (DPSS) lasers with PRFs

of 100 kHz and more in order to facilitate rapid imaging [95, 96]. Per-pulse energies of 1µJ

for nanosecond pulses are easily achieved with modern DPSS lasers. However, the required

combination of microjoule energies at kilohertz rates generates average powers of several
23The physically important quantity in both OAT and OAM is the energy deposited or available per tissue

volume, i.e. light or energy density (W/m3). However, light is delivered from the outside of tissue and
hence light fluence (W/m2) is typically used to describe the illumination in OA imaging.
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watts, which requires carefully engineered and hence expensive lasers.

Light delivery in OAM is again performed using fiber light guides. Unlike OAT where

bulky multi-mode fiber (MMF) bundles are used, OAM relies on small and fragile single-

mode fibers (SMFs) to deliver OA excitation light. OAM requires an optimally tight optical

focus. Only SMF can provide this diffraction limited performance, as the additional modes

propagating in a MMF increase the spot size in focus [86]. While SMFs provide the smallest

spot sizes when their output is focus, they are also significantly more difficult to handle and

efficient coupling into the micrometer-sized fibers is challenging. A typical SMF which is

optimized for operation in the visible range between 450 nm and 600 nm has a core diameter

of 2.5µm [97], compared to several hundred micrometers for MMFs. This small core diameter

hence requires strong focusing and the resulting high fluences can easily burn and destroy

the fiber when the pulse energies are to high. For applications where per-pulse energies of

several microjoule are required in combination with diffraction limited operation24, SMFs are

hence not a feasible option. As an alternative, photonic crystal fibers (PCFs) can be used.

The specifically structured air gaps present in fibers such as the LMA-20 [99] create a larger

mode area (20µm) while still only allowing single-mode operation. Hence, these fibers can

handle per-pulse energies of 10µJ and more at PRFs of several kilohertz.

As described earlier in this section, OAM relies on optically focusing the excitation light

pulses to a size smaller than the US transducers focus. The light exiting the SMF is collimated

and then focused using high-NA microscope objectives for sub-micrometer resolution or

simple aspherical lenses when a lower NA is required. Alternatively, light exiting the SMF

can also be focused using a gradient-index (GRIN) lens which is directly attached to the

fiber, as shown in Figure 1.8 on the right for the HFOAM scan-head. Focusing using GRIN

lenses significantly reduces the size of the scan-head when compared to conventional optics.

US detection in OAM can be performed both with focused and unfocused US transducers

or even US arrays [100]. However, most modern OAM systems make use of spherically

focused, high-frequency and high bandwidth US transducers due to their superior sensitivity.

This high sensitivity is required as OAM allows for no averaging due to the fast scanning
24For example, an early version of the HFOAM system investigated short and long-term phototoxicity in cell

colonies with per-pulse energies of more than 10µJ [98].
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and since pulses with energies of less than 1µJ are used. The lateral resolution in OAM is

determined by the optical focus while the axial resolution is dictated by the US transducer

characteristics (see beginning of this section). In order for the resolution anisotropy to remain

small, US transducers with central frequencies and bandwidths of 10MHz to 80MHz are

used. The higher the transducer bandwidth, the better the resulting axial resolution (between

120µm for 10MHz and 15µm for 80MHz bandwidth using Equation 1.3.9). However, for

frequencies beyond 10MHz US attenuation in tissue is no longer negligible and can limit the

depth penetration to less than the optical penetration depth for frequencies beyond 50MHz.

One major challenge in OAM which OAT does not face is the joint scanning of the acoustic

and optical focus. The imaging speed of most OAM systems is limited either by this scanning

speed or the laser PRF. Hence many scanning approaches exist, each differing in complexity,

imaging speed and FOV which are described briefly below.

Mechanical Raster Scanning Both the US transducer and the focusing optics are me-

chanically raster-scanned over the sample in a point-by-point fashion. This scanning modality

is easiest to implement, as any two simple linear stages are sufficient for imaging. While

the FOV can be very large for this scanning method, in reality it is limited by the very slow

imaging speed of this method. Post-processing is trivial since the target is sampled in a

regular grid and hence no remapping of the data is required and one can directly obtain

maximum amplitude projection (MAP) or cross section (B-scan) images. The slow scanning

speed of raster scanning results from the need to move to a position, stop the scan head

there, probe the sample and then move to the next position. The combination of these small

mechanical steps and communication overhead results in much fewer A-scans per second

than most DPSS lasers are capable of. The first OAM systems used this scanning methods

for its simplicity but modern OAM system no longer use this approach due to B-scan rates25

of less than 1Hz/mm [85, 101].

25Imaging speed is compared using the B-scan rate expressed in sampled points (A-scans) per distance, i.e.
Hz/mm independent of the FOV which can be achieved by the system in order to facilitate comparison
of the imaging speed.
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Quasi-continuous Mechanical Scanning In this modality US transducer and focusing

optics are again scanned by two orthogonal mechanical stages, much like in the mechanical

raster scanning. However, both stages are moved continuously over the sample with one

slower stage moving linearly over the region of interest (ROI) while a second, fast stage

oscillates rapidly, thus creating a zig-zag or sinusoidal sampling pattern. This eliminates

communication overhead and the stages can fully accelerate without having to stop for every

step. The improved scanning speed comes at the cost of more complicated, expensive and

time-consuming readout and post-processing as the target is no longer sampled at regular

intervals and thus the data has to be remapped to a regular grid. The step-size and hence

resolution of this modality is then determined by the laser PRF. A PRF of 10 kHz will result

in a step size of 10µm for a stage moving with a peak velocity of 100mm/s. When trying to

optimize the scanning speed in the quasi-continuous mode one has to pay careful attention

to the combination of required step-size, laser PRF, and obtainable stage speed, as either can

impose a limit on the imaging speed. Modern direct drive linear stages can provide thrusts as

high as 15N, reaching velocities of up to 1400mm/s over less than 1 cm. While the imaging

rate is significantly faster than that of mechanical raster scanning, both methods share the

advantage of basically arbitrarily large FOVs. Scan FOVs of 10mm by 10mm can be imaged

with a B-scan rates of 50Hz/mm and with modern linear drives offering potentially even

faster operation [93, 102, 103].

Mirror Scanning With modern laser sources reaching PRFs of 100 kHz and more, even

fast moving mechanical stages become a factor limiting the imaging speed. Fast scanning

galvanometric or micro mirrors can be used to achieve imaging rates beyond what is possible

with even advanced mechanical scanning, much like in other optical scanning microscopy such

as confocal microscopy or optical coherence tomography (OCT) [104]. Fundamentally, one

can differentiate between techniques in which both the optical and US focus are scanned and

those in which the optical focus is scanned within the sensitive FOV of the US transducer.

The maximal possible imaging speed in OAM can be achieved when the optical focus is

scanned within the static FOV of a non-moving US transducer. In order to not sacrifice
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detection sensitivity, the optical focus can be scanned within the FOV of a focused US

transducer. While offering B-scan rates of up to 180Hz/mm, the FOV is then severely

limited to an size of less than 300µm [82, 105]. This very limited FOV can be overcome

when using unfocused US transducers, thus achieving a FOV of approximately 1mm with a

B-scan rate of 93Hz/mm. However, the sensitivity is significantly reduced in these systems

due to the lack of US focusing. Combined mirror scanning of the optical and US focus

provides fast OAM imaging while not sacrificing as much on the obtainable FOV.Typically, a

single mirror is used to provide fast-scanning along one axis while a simple motorized stage

provides sufficient speed for the slower axis. Several mirror devices have been proposed, all

of which have to operate in a liquid in order to enable US propagation. Using a custom made

microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) scanning mirror a 3 mm FOV has been achieved

with a B-scan rate of 1.2 kHz/mm in 2015 [92] while a 12 mm FOV with a B-scan rate of

10.8 kHz/mm was shown recently [92].

The electronic path in OAM is trivial compared to OAT since only a single US chan-

nel needs to be sampled. Sampling rates of 100Msps and more are required to fulfil the

Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem, but DAQs with this performance are readily available.

The combination of time-resolved detection of the US waves in combination with the x-y

scanning described above readily generates a volumetric images without the need for sophis-

ticated reconstruction algorithms.

Figure 1.8 is a schematic of the basic components of the HFOAM OR-OAM imaging

system which has been developed in our laboratory during the last years. This system was

the basis for the publication presented in Chapter 4 where it is also described in detail. In

short, nanosecond pulsed excitation is provided by a 532 nm Nd:YAG DPSS laser which in

turn pumps a tunable dye laser with the wavelength set to 578 nm where blood shows a peak

absorbance. The per-pulse energy can be adjusted using a combination of a half-wave plate

and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS). Part of the beam is sampled using a combination beam

sampler (BS) and a photodiode (PD) in order to correct for fluctuations in the per-pulse

energies. The beam is launched into a PCF whose output is terminated in the combined
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US and OA scan-head shown in the right of Figure 1.8. The scan-head is comprised of a

spherically focused US transducer with a central aperture. The PCF is terminated inside this

aperture where a GRIN lens provides co-axial focusing of the optical and US foci.

BSPBSλ/2 CO

OA / US
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PD
Signal

PCF

PD

PreAmp &
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MATLAB
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(DAQ)
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Figure 1.8.: Schematic of the HFOAM optical resolution optoacoustic microscope when setup for
morphological imaging, i.e. using one wavelength. λ/2-half-wave plate, PBS-polarizing beam splitter,
BS-beam sampler, CO-collimating lens, PCF-photonic crystal fiber, PD-photodiode
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2. Optoacoustic characterization of capacitive

micromachined ultrasonic transducers

Johannes Rebling, Omri Warshavski, Cyril Meynier, and Daniel Razansky. „Optoacoustic

characterization of broadband directivity patterns of capacitive micromachined ultrasonic

transducers“. In: Journal of biomedical optics 22.4 (Nov. 2016), p. 041005.

doi: 10.1117/1.jbo.22.4.041005

Summary and Author Contribution

The emerging technology of capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (cMUTs) has

greate potential in optoacoustic (OA) imaging. The cMUTs technology offers various po-

tential advantages over existing, piezo-electric transducers, including a large bandwidth and

high central frequency, a large number of transducer elements at moderate costs and superior

electronic performance. Those advantages make them ideal transducers to be used in optoa-

coustic tomography (OAT) , where hundreds of broadband transducer elements are required

for high quality and quantitative imaging. The French company Vermon, a research partner

of our group, is actively pursuing the development of cMUTs to complement their existing

line of lead zirconate titanate (PZT) transducers. This study was jointly developed during

my secondment at Vermon where I helped to build a first ultrasound (US) transducer test

bench that was used to characterize US transducers in transmit-receive mode [2]. All authors

agreed that an OA characterization of the tested transducers would be beneficial to better

access their performance for OA imaging. I proposed a characterization setup based on an

OA absorber, utilizing the optical parametric oscillator (OPO) laser and motorized stages

available in our laboratory at the “Institute of Biological and Medical Imaging” (IBMI). This
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system was used to characterize and compare the bandwidth and angular sensitivity of a

conventional PZT transducer to that of a cMUT with similar geometry.

My contribution to the presented manuscript where the following:

Methodology I implemented the hardware required for the characterization measurement,

including the mechanical stages, optical alignment, phantom preparation, transducer

mounting and electronics with help from OW. I also developed the software required

to automate the characterization, i.e. software controlling the stages and the data

acquisition system (DAQ). I furthermore developed a model to measure the transducer

directivity using only a simple linear motion while correcting for the source-sensor

distance. Data for the characterization of the tested US transducers was collected

with help from OW.

Analysis I developed all code required to process and analyze the collected data using

Matlab. I also implemented the developed model to extract the transducer directivity.

For imaging reconstruction I adapted code provided by the k-Wave toolbox [3]. I

analyzed the collected data using the Matlab code I developed.

Writing and Revisions I drafted the initial manuscript with significant contributions from

all authors. I created all figures using Matlab and Adobe Illustrator with critical sugges-

tions from all authors. I performed additional experiments, amended the manuscript

and modified the figures as per reviewer request and with significant contributions from

Daniel Razansky.

This study was presented at the SPIE Medical Imaging 2017 conference, where it won a

poster award [4].
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Abstract

Frequency characteristics of ultrasounds detectors used in optoacoustic tomography have a

major impact on imaging performance. It is common practice to select transducers based on

their sensitivity at the central frequency and under normal incidence. However, the bandwidth

and angular sensitivity play an equally important role in establishing the quality and accuracy

of the reconstructed images. Here we developed a calibrated optoacoustic characterization

method specifically tailored for broadband measurements of the angular transducer sensitiv-

ity (directivity). Ultrawideband omnidirectional optoacoustic responses were generated by

uniformly illuminating thin absorbing sutures with nanosecond laser pulses and characterized

with a needle hydrophone. This calibrated optoacoustic source was used to characterize

the frequency dependence of the angular response of a conventional lead zirconate titanate

ultrasonic transducers (PZT-UTs) and a cMUTs with similar size and central frequency.

Furthermore, both transducers had no pre-amplification electronics directly attached to the

detection elements. While the PZT-UT presented a 7.8 dB sensitivity advantage at normal

incidence, it was only able to provide detectable signal-to-noise levels at incidence angles of

up to 20° whereas the cMUT maintained reasonable sensitivity levels and broadband response

at incidence angles of 40° and beyond. We further experimentally showcase a reduction in

the limited-view image artifacts resulting from the broader acceptance angle of the cMUT.

2.1. Introduction

High performance OA tomographic systems rely on the use of multi-element arrays to si-

multaneously capture the emitted broadband OA responses at multiple locations around the

imaged object. A clear trade-off exists between the size, sensitivity and bandwidth of the in-

dividual detection elements and key performance characteristics, such as signal-to-noise and

contrast-to-noise, imaging frame rate, as well as the quantitativeness and accuracy of the

reconstructed images [5–8]. Conventional piezoelectric transducers used in pulse-echo medi-

cal US imaging and non-destructive-testing (NDT) applications, such as those made of PZT

composites, are designed to have a strong directivity. As a result, US waves are preferentially
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emitted and detected at angles close to normal incidence, contributing to a good signal-to-

noise performance of those probes. However, due to the omnidirectional and ultrawideband

nature of the generated OA responses [9, 10], such strong transducer directivity is not a

desirable feature for OA imaging applications and may result in limited-view reconstruction

artifacts, thus impairing the visual appearance, spatial resolution and quantitativeness of the

images [7, 11, 12].

While piezocomposite transducers have so far dominated the medical imaging field, the

emerging technology of cMUT has seen a rapid development in the last decade. CMUTs

utilize existing silicon fabrication technology and allow the tight integration of receive elec-

tronics with the transducer, thus improving the noise characteristics while also reducing the

need for extensive cabling [13, 14]. Both linear and matrix arrays with a very high element

count can be realized, thus offering great prospects for the US imaging field [15–18]. The

intrinsically low mechanical impedance mismatch of the thin vibrating cMUT membranes re-

sults in a generally broader bandwidth and good transduction efficiency. This better acoustic

coupling eliminates the need for complicated matching layers which are typically used in

piezoelectric transducers[19]. Those matching layers are optimized for pulse-echo US imag-

ing, thus hindering detection of obliquely incident waves and rendering cMUT transducers

better candidates for efficient detection of broadband, omnidirectional OA signals.

To this end, the feasibility of OA imaging with cMUTs has been demonstrated by a num-

ber of studies [20–23]. Yet, broadband directivity patterns of typical cMUTs have not been

systematically studied. Typically, the frequency response of US transducers is character-

ized via comparison to a calibration standard, e.g. by using self-reciprocity [24–26] or by

optical interferometry[27–30]. Directivity measurements then utilize a broadband acoustic

signal generated by nonlinear propagation of an acoustic wave emitted by a second US trans-

ducer [31–33]. However, those methods are not well suited for accurate characterization of

broadband directivity in receive mode. An OA calibration method has been suggested re-

cently for frequency calibration of ultrasonic sensors [34], however, its utility for directivity

measurements has not been investigated. Yet, the precise knowledge of the detector’s di-

rectivity over a broad frequency range is not only advantageous for the purpose of optimal
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transducer selection but can also be used as a priori knowledge during the inversion process

that can aid in reducing reconstruction artifacts via correction for the frequency and spatial

response of the transducers using model-based approaches [11, 12].

The ultimate image quality and detection sensitivity of OA tomography depends on mul-

tiple factors, among them the amount of light reaching the imaged location, distribution

of the local optical absorption coefficient, US attenuation in the medium, as well as tomo-

graphic coverage, sensitivity and directivity of the detection system [6, 35, 36]. In this paper

we concentrate on the last element in this chain, i.e. characteristics of the US transducers

employed for recording the generated OA signals. In particular, we propose a calibrated OA

characterization method specifically tailored for broadband directivity measurements of the

angular transducer sensitivity which is readily applicable for the detector characterization in

most existing OA imaging setups. The technique further allows for a direct and reproducible

comparison between different types of detectors by accounting for the end-to-end, angular

frequency response of the entire imaging system. The method was used for characterizing

the frequency dependence of the angular response of a conventional PZT-UT and a cMUT

transducer with similar size and central frequency.

2.2. Materials and Methods

2.2.1. Experimental Setup

Figure 2.1 shows a schematic representation of the experimental setup used for transducer

characterization in a two-dimensional setting. In the presented system, the US directivity

measurement is not performed using a frequency swept US emitter but instead relies on

the generation of broadband, omni-directional US waves via the OA effect. At the heart

of the method is an OA emitter consisting of a 100µm diameter highly-absorbing surgical

suture (Ethilon, 5-0 gauge, Polyamide 6 black monofilament, Ethicon US). For the OA

signal excitation, the suture was embedded in 1.5% clear agarose, fixed in a water tank and

illuminated with short high-energy laser pulses. The 10 ns duration pulses were generated

by an optical parametric oscillator-based laser (Innolas Laser GmbH, Krailling, Germany) at
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a wavelength of 720 nm, per-pulse energy of around 16mJ, and a pulse repetition rate of

50Hz. The pulsed light was guided from the laser to the suture by means of a custom-

made, four-arm fiber bundle (CeramOptec GmbH, Bonn, Germany). The four branches of

the fiber bundles, each delivering one fourth of the laser energy, were fixed in the water tank

on both sides of the suture at a distance of approximately 3 cm, uniformly illuminating the

entire 4mm-long absorbing suture. In this way, the suture served as an acoustic line source

emitting a broadband cylindrical acoustic wave.
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Figure 2.1.: Experimental setup to perform the OA characterization of broadband directivity patterns
(left side). The system employs an OA broadband source which is formed by an absorbing suture
which generates broadband cylindrical acoustic waves upon illumination with short laser pulses. The
cylindrical waves propagate trough a water tank and are detected by the transducer under test at an
incidence angle ϕ depending on the transducer position. The method was used to characterize the
frequency dependence of the angular response of a conventional PZT and a cMUT with similar size
and central frequency (shown on the right).
Reproduced with permission from [1]. © SPIE.

To effectively create a delta OA source in both time and space, both temporal heat and

stress confinement criteria are to be fulfilled by the source [37]. Heat confinement requires

for heat diffusion in the absorbing suture to be negligible for the duration of the laser pulse,

which is readily satisfied for pulse durations < 1µs. The temporal stress confinement also

requires that the pressure relaxation during the laser pulse is negligible. This is the case

if the duration of the laser pulse is shorter than the time required for the pressure wave

to propagate out from the absorbing structure. For the 100µm diameter suture and an

approximate speed of sound in Polyamide 6 of 2620 m/s [38], it would take approximately

40 ns for the generated OA wave to leave the suture, which is much longer than the 10 ns

duration of the excitation laser pulse.

In order to measure the transducer’s directivity, it is necessary to measure its sensitivity for
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detecting waves impinging under different angles. Conventional transmit-receive directivity

measurements commonly employ a rotating US emitter in order to generate acoustic plane

waves under different angles. The rotation axis of the emitter then needs to be fixed at

the position of the sensor under investigation, which requires a precise and cumbersome

alignment of both transducers. In contrast, our suggested method measures the directivity

using a simple linear translation of the tested transducer. As indicated in Fig. 2.1, the angle

between the normal of the US wavefront and the normal of the transducer then only depends

on the lateral position (along the y-axis) of the transducer. This translation was performed

using a simple motorized linear stage (RCP3-TA5C, IAI Industrieroboter GmbH, Schwalbach,

Germany) with a travel range of 50mm but could in principle also be done with a manual

stage.

The complete directivity measurement was synchronized using custom developed MATLAB

interface, which controlled the laser, the linear stage as well as the data acquisition system.

For each transducer position, several laser shots were triggered, and a data acquisition system

digitized and recorded the US time signals for each laser shot.

2.2.2. Transducer Broadband Directivity Comparison

To verify the assumption that the absorbing suture truly acts as a broadband acoustic source,

the proposed characterization method was validated using needle hydrophones. A calibrated

polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF) needle hydrophone with a 1mm diameter was used together

with a matching wide-band amplifier and a direct current (DC) coupler (Precision Acoustics

Ltd, Dorchester, United Kingdom). The hydrophone provides a nearly flat frequency response

up to 10MHz and has an excellent sensitivity due its large active area. In order to measure the

frequency content of the generated OA signals, the hydrophone was lowered into the water

tank and centered over the suture at a distance of 11 mm. The generated acoustic signals

were digitized with 100 MS/s using a dedicated 12 bit DAQ (ATS9351, Alazar Technologies

Inc., Pointe-Claire, Canada) connected to the DC coupler output. The laser was triggered

with 50 Hz for 10 s and 500 averages were acquired at each position in order to optimize

the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
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The directivity measurement method proposed here is based on the assumption that the

long surgical suture will emit nearly ideal cylindrical waves when illuminated with pulsed laser

radiation. This assumption cannot be accurately verified with the 1 mm hydrophone owing

to its inherent directivity due to spatial averaging by the 1 mm active area. We therefore

used a PVdF needle hydrophone with a 75µm diameter which was translated by means

of the motorized linear stage. The 75µm hydrophone has a very broad acceptance angle,

performing nearly as a point detector for the investigated frequency range. The hydrophone

was placed in the water tank at a distance of 13 mm from the suture and translated over

a lateral range of 40 mm with 200µm steps, resulting in 201 discrete time signals each

averaged again over 500 consecutive pulses.

Subsequently, two similar PZT and cMUT linear array prototypes (VERMON S.A., Tours,

France) were characterized, both having 200µm element pitch and central frequency around

5 MHz. A detailed description of the manufacturing process of the PZT-UT and the cMUT

is available elsewhere [19, 39]. Both transducers used an acoustic lens to focus along the

elevational (long) axis of the linear arrays. For the directivity measurement, the single

elements of the transducer, accessed through a custom-made breakout board, were connected

to an analog front-end (AFE) specifically designed for ultrasound measurements (AFE5809

Evaluation Module, Texas Instruments, Dallas, United States). The AFE had 8 analog

inputs, each combining low-noise amplifiers (total gain 54 dB) and a 40 MHz, 14 bit analog

to digital convertor having a band-pass filter with cut-off frequencies between 50 kHz and

15 MHz. The AFE also offered a programmable active termination allowing for impedance

matching between the transducers and the DAQ in order to optimize system performance.

The directivity measurement carried out for both the PZT-UT and the cMUT was almost

identical to that of the 75 µm hydrophone described above. The pulse repetition rate of the

laser was reduced to 10 Hz as compared to 50 Hz used for the hydrophone characterization

to account for the slow acquisition speed of the AFE. Each transducer head was immersed

in the water tank and positioned at a distance of approximately 10 mm from the suture,

corresponding to the acoustic focus of the transducers. Both transducers were translated

over a range of 50 mm with a step size of 200µm and 9 temporal optoacoustic waveforms
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were averaged per position.

In order to eliminate dependence of our results on the laser energy fluctuations, we mea-

sured the long term pulse-to-pulse energy variability of the laser system. Over a typical

measurement period of 100 s, the laser energy fluctuates between a minimum value of

15.6 mJ and a maximum value of 17.2 mJ with a standard deviation 3.02%. However, since

signals from 9 consecutive shots were averaged in our measurements, the actual dependence

on the laser energy fluctuations is somewhere between 16.1 mJ and 16.5 mJ, i.e. standard

deviation of below 0.5%, much lower than the range of the measured differences in the

transducer sensitivity.

2.2.3. Data Analysis

The recorded US time signals were processed and analyzed using a custom made MATLAB

script in order to obtain the transducer sensitivity and directivity. A zero-phase first-order

Butterworth high-pass infinite impulse response (IIR) filter having a cut-off frequency of

500 kHz was applied to all the signals in order to remove DC offsets and low frequency

components. The individual signals measured at each transducer position were then averaged

and used to extract the exact position of the transducer with respect to the suture. As

explained in the previous section, the presented directivity measurement does not rely on

the rotation of an emitter but instead relies on a linear translation of the receiving (tested)

transducer with respect to a line source. In order to retrieve the angle under which the

cylindrical wave was incident on the transducer surface, it is necessary to know the precise

location of the transducer with respect to the suture in the y -z plane. For a given position

along the y -axis, the time of arrival of the OA signal originating at position (y0,z0) can be

expressed as

t(y) =

√
(y − y0)2

c2 + z20
c2 (2.2.1)

with c being the speed of sound in water and y the transducer position defined by the

translation stage. Fitting this hyperbolic function to the time points (y) at which the
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maximum amplitude of the time signals was recorded results in a precise measurement of

the fit parameters, namely the center along the y -axis (y0), the z position of the suture (z0)

and the speed of sound (c). With this information the angle between the cylindrical wave

and the transducer is then calculated using simple trigonometry as

ϕ = tan−1 y − y0
z0

(2.2.2)

It is evident from Eq. 2.2.2 as well as from Fig. 2.1 that the maximum angle of incidence

that can be measured is limited by the translation range along y as well as the distance

between transducer and source along the z axis. For the given setup, angles between ±60°

were measured. Following this fitting step, the precise position of the suture is known and

can be extrapolated for all transducer positions (i.e. angles).

An additional factor to be taken into account is the amplitude of cylindrical waves which

decays by a factor of 1/√r , r being the distance from the source. Based on the previously

described fitting procedure, the distance between the detector position and the suture is

simply calculated as r =
√
(y − y0)2 + z20 , which is then used to correct for the reduction in

the measured signal amplitudes due to the cylindrical wave propagation. After applying the

correction, the signal amplitudes for a given angel I(ϕ) can be subsequently retrieved from

the measured time signals, allowing for extracting the detector’s directivity in dB via

D(ϕ) = −20 log10
( Imax
I(ϕ)

)
= −20 log10

( Iϕ=0
I(ϕ)

)
(2.2.3)

where Imax = Iϕ=0 is the maximum signal amplitude measured at normal incidence. Fi-

nally, the frequency dependent directivity was calculated by Fourier transforming the signals

recorded from the suture.

2.2.4. Image Reconstruction

To demonstrate the effect of the detector’s directivity on the resulting OA image quality,

a k-space reconstruction algorithm was used to reconstruct images of the suture phantom

with both PZT and cMUT transducers [3]. We further imaged a phantom consisting of an
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absorbing tube having an inner diameter of 800µm, which was filled with highly absorbing

India ink solution. For the imaging purposes, the tomographic data collection was performed

by recording the generated optoacoustic responses at discrete transducer positions along the

y-axis, which were then used to calculate the initial acoustic pressure distribution generated

by the laser light being absorbed in the suture.

2.3. Results

2.3.1. Source Directivity Measurements

Figure 2.2 presents results from the source characterization measurements. Figure 2.2a)

displays the spectrum of the generated optoacoustic response captured by the calibrated 1

mm needle hydrophone with the corresponding waveform shown in the inset. The spectrum

clearly demonstrates the broadband nature of the generated signal, with a −6 dB bandwidth

of more than 8 MHz and a central frequency of 5.5 Mhz. This is in good agreement with

the simulated values for a line emitter with a diameter of 100µm [3]. In principle, given the

10 ns laser pulse duration, it would be possible to excite broadband OA signals for sutures of

diameters as small as 25µm, resulting in an even higher central frequency and bandwidth.

However, the spectrum generated by the 100µm suture is sufficient for the given frequency

response of the tested transducers while thinner sutures and larger bandwidth would also

lead to smaller signal amplitudes and increased noise in the signals.

Figure 2.2b) depicts the sinogram of the optoacoustic responses measured with the 75µm

needle hydrophone over a scan range of approximately 30 mm. Due to the small active area

of the hydrophone, it is sensitive to signals recorded over a broad range of angles. This

is clearly visible in Fig. 2.2c), where its directivity is plotted according to Eq. 2.2.3. The

measured hydrophone amplitudes (green solid line) show a decrease of the signal amplitude

of less than 6 dB over the measured angular range of ±40°, which is in good agreement with

the previously reported values [31]. The dashed line in Fig. 2.2c) shows the slight influence

of the amplitude correction due to the 1/√r signal drop of the cylindrical wave.
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Figure 2.2.: Overview of the OA source characterization. (a) Spectrum of the generated OA response
with the corresponding waveform shown in the inset. (b) Sinogram of the OA responses measured with
a 75µm needle hydrophone, showcasing signals recorded over a broad range of angles. (c) Sensitivity
of the 75µm hydrophone as a function of the angle. (a-c) Clearly demonstrates the broadband and
omnidirectional nature of the OA signals emitted from the absorbing suture.
Reproduced with permission from [1]. © SPIE.

2.3.2. PZT and cMUT Transducer Directivity

The results of the amplitude-based directivity measurements are shown in Fig. 2.3 for both

the PZT transducer (green) and the cMUT transducer (orange). Figure 2.3a) compares

the absolute sensitivities of both transducers based on their signal-to-noise ratio (SNR),

calculated as the ratio of the signal variance to the variance of the noise for each incidence

angle:

SNR (ϕ) = σsig (ϕ)
σnoise (ϕ)

(2.3.1)

For small incidence angles up to ±20°, the PZT transducer shows a better overall sensitivity

compared to the cMUT transducer. The PZT has a 7.8 dB sensitivity advantage at normal

incidence with an SNR of 266 (48.5 dB) versus 108 (40.7 dB) for the cMUT. However, for

incidence angles larger than ±20°the cMUT transducer is still sensitive and shows a much

more gradual decrease of its sensitivity with increasing angles. In Fig. 2.3b) we calculated the

directivities according to Eq. 2.2.3 by further correcting for the 1/√r signal decrease due to

the cylindrical wave propagation and normalizing to the respective maximum values. Despite
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the equal element pitch and size of the two transducers, the cMUT’s broader acceptance

angle is readily evident since its sensitivity only drops to 50% (−6 dB) at an incidence angle

of ±18°, to 30% (−10 dB) at ±25°and 10% (−20 dB) at ±50°. In contrast, PZT exhibits

significantly higher directivity with sensitivity decreasing to 50% (−6 dB) at an incidence

angle of ±12°, to 30% (−10 dB) at ±16°, nearing the noise levels at ±35°.
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Figure 2.3.: Amplitude based directivity comparison of the cMUT (green) and PZT transducers
(orange). (a) Signal-to-noise ratio as a function of the incidence angle for both transducers. (b)
Normalized sensitivity plots, showing a strongly favorable sensitivity of the cMUT transducer for
larger angles. Dots represent the maximum amplitude values for a given angle, solid lines represent
the smoothed mean and dashed lines show the confidence interval with +/- one standard deviation.
Reproduced with permission from [1]. © SPIE.

The spectral sensitivity analysis shown in Fig. 2.4 makes an even stronger case for the

superior angular sensitivity performance of cMUT. Figure 2.4a) and 2.4b) display the spectral

sensitivity of the transducers as a function of the angle, essentially creating a sensitivity map

of the transducer that simplifies the sensitivity comparison. It is evident from the sensitivity

maps that the cMUT transducer shows a much broader angular sensitivity, in particular in

the frequency range between 2 MHz and 6 MHz.

For a better quantitative comparison, we further plotted the frequency dependence of

the sensitivity for both transducers at different incidence angles, as shown in Fig. 2.4c) and

2.4d). As can be seen in Fig. 2.4c), the PZT transducer only exhibits broadband behavior

at angles close to normal incidence (blue solid line), in which case the −6 dB bandwidth

measures almost 10 MHz at a central frequency of 5 MHz. For incidence angles of ±20°,
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PZT’s sensitivity drops by 15 dB (red solid line) while it reaches the noise floor at ±40°angles

(3% remaining sensitivity at the central frequency). This strong sensitivity drop can also be

observed in Fig. 2.4e) where the directivity of the PZT transducer is plotted for discrete

frequencies of 3, 5 and 8 MHz (blue, red and yellow curves, respectively). Figure 2.4e)

closely resembles the amplitude-based PZT directivity plot shown in Fig. 2.3a) (orange line),

with a 30 dB decrease in sensitivity at an angle of ±40°.

The corresponding frequency dependent sensitivity of the cMUT transducer (Fig.2.4d) and

2.4f)) does not exhibit such a strong decline in its broadband detection response over a large

range of incidence angles. At normal incidence (Fig. 2.4d), blue solid line) the cMUT has

a similar −6 dB bandwidth of 10 MHz, yet a slightly higher sensitivity towards the higher

frequencies. For incidence angles around ±20°the cMUT sensitivity is only decreased by 6 dB

(red solid line). For angles of ±40°, its frequency response is considerably shifted toward

the lower frequencies but the overall sensitivity drop is still less than 20 dB (yellow solid

line). The same behavior can again be observed in Fig. 2.4f), showcasing the cMUTs broad

angular sensitivity with a sensitivity decrease of 15 dB at ±50°for both 3 and 5 MHz (blue

and red solid lines respectively) and with a sensitivity decrease of 30 dB at ±50°even at

8 MHz (yellow solid line).

Since both PZT and cMUT have a similar element size and were measured using the same

acquisition system with identical connectors, cables and sampling electronics, the striking

difference in the measured directivity may only result from the basic physical differences

between the two technologies. In standard piezoelectric transducers, the active elements

are bulk resonators. The incident US wave then couples to a standing wave within the

element but is largely reflected due to the big impedance mismatch between water and the

piezoelectric material. An acoustic matching layer is needed to facilitate acoustic coupling,

which is the most probable cause of the observed poor angular sensitivity [19]. On the other

hand, the thin membranes used by cMUTs do not require matching layers, thus allowing for

a broader acceptance angle [16].
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a strongly favorable sensitivity of the cMUT transducer for larger angles over a broad frequency range.
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Reproduced with permission from [1]. © SPIE.
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2.3.3. Optoacoustic Imaging Results

Figures 2.5a) and 2.5b) display the reconstructed OA images of the ink tube phantom for the

PZT and cMUT transducers, respectively. Both transducers are able to properly reconstruct

the tube features in the direction facing the detector. However, the PZT-derived image

exhibits stronger limited-view artifacts with the side walls of the tube completely lacking in

the image. Figures 2.5c) and 2.5d) further show the images of the absorbing suture that were

again reconstructed with both transducers. Ideally, the reconstructed image would represent

a 100µm diameter circle. However, both the axial and lateral resolution of the reconstruction

are limited by acoustic diffraction constraints as well as the particular tomographic scanning

geometry. In principle, the depth resolution δz is established by the transducer’s bandwidth

and can be approximated as δz ≈ 0.8c/BW , where c is the speed of sound and BW is the

bandwidth of the transducer[40]. Given their 10 MHz bandwidth and a speed of sound in

water of 1500 m/s, the theoretical axial resolution of both transducers is δz ≈ 120µm. The

lateral resolution, i.e. the resolution in the x -y plane, is however dependent not only on the

available bandwidth but also on the element size or pitch d via δy ≈
√
d2 + (c/BW )2 [41].

In the present case, this corresponds to δy ≈ 250µm given the element width of 200µm.

The axial size of the reconstructed suture for both PZT and cMUT is around 160µm

as shown in Fig. 2.5e). After deconvolving the suture’s diameter, this translates into an

axial resolution of approximately 120µm, as expected from the theory. This is not surprising

given the almost identical bandwidth of the two transducers. The reconstructed suture has,

however, a very different size in the lateral dimension, as shown in Fig. 5f. While the cMUT-

rendered reconstruction leads to a lateral width of about 300µm, the corresponding PZT

image results in a lateral width of more than 500µm, evincing of the limited-view artifacts

produced by the highly directive piezoelectric elements. While in the case of cMUT signals

recorded from all the scanning positions have contributed to the reconstruction, the PZT

was only able to record signals when detector’s y-position was very close to the suture, i.e.

for small incidence angels.
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2.4. Conclusions

Capacitive micromachined ultrasonic transducers (cMUT) have recently evolved as a promis-

ing alternative to the well-established piezoelectric detection technology in the field of ultra-

sound imaging. In the context of optoacoustic imaging applications, spatial and frequency

response characteristics of ultrasound transducers have a major impact on the imaging per-

formance. While the feasibility of optoacoustic imaging with cMUT transducers has been

demonstrated recently, broadband directivity patterns of typical cMUTs have not been sys-

tematically studied.

Here we presented a universal method for characterizing the broadband directivity of ul-

trasound transducers used in optoacoustic imaging systems. Our technique allows for the

transducer frequency response to be investigated both under normal incidence as well as for

arbitrary angles of incidence as large as ±60°. The method can be adapted to the desired

frequency range by changing the size of the absorbing source, thereby changing the frequency

content of the emitted OA signals. No additional ultrasound emitter is required, resulting

in a fast and simple characterization method that does not require complicated alignments

and precise positioning hardware. The data processing is simple, robust and only requires a

sufficient signal-to-noise ratio in order to localize and analyze the recorded signals. The pro-

posed method can therefore be used to characterize the directivity of an arbitrary number of

transducer elements simultaneously using any existing OA imaging system. In the future, the

method can be extended to enable characterization of matrix array transducers by replacing

the OA line source with a point absorbing source, e.g. a microsphere, while also translating

the matrix array being tested in both lateral dimensions.

The validity of the proposed methodology has been demonstrated with calibrated hy-

drophone measurements, which were used to calibrate the broadband omni-directional op-

toacoustic sources used in this study. We subsequently used the newly developed method-

ology to compare the characteristics of a typical piezo-electric PZT transducer to a cMUT

transducer with similar geometrical and frequency response parameters. In our experiments,

the PZT transducer has attained a 7.8 dB higher sensitivity at normal incidence as compared

with the cMUT. Note that the sensitivity performance can be significantly optimized when
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implementing the front-end electronics close to the detector, which was not done here. It

was in fact previously demonstrated that cMUT transducers may attain a comparative or

better sensitivity when the pre-amplification is implemented within the cMUT chip [13–15].

Most importantly, the cMUT detector prototype tested here exhibited a significantly larger

acceptance angle compared to the PZT while having comparable detection bandwidth at

normal incidence. This suggests the cMUT technology as a more favorable candidate for use

in optoacoustic imaging applications owing to its advantageous broadband angular sensitiv-

ity patterns that results in fewer reconstruction artifacts and better spatial resolution of the

images.
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3. Integrated catheter for simultaneous radio

frequency ablation and optoacoustic monitoring

of lesion progression

Johannes Rebling†, Francisco Javier Oyaga Landa†, Xosé Luís Deán-Ben, Alexandre Dou-

plik, and Daniel Razansky. „Integrated catheter for simultaneous radio frequency ablation

and optoacoustic monitoring of lesion progression“. In: Optics letters 43.8 (Apr. 2018),

pp. 1886–1889.

doi: 10.1364/ol.43.001886

Summary and Author Contribution

Optoacoustic tomography (OAT) is a powerful tool for the real-time monitoring of biological

processes due to its ability to form volumetric images at high frame rates (see Section 1.3.1).

Utilizing this capability, our group has successfully applied OAT for monitoring of electro-

surgery, i.e. the use of radiofrequency (RF) current for tissue ablation [2]. While showing

promising results, the presented approach was not suitable for clinical application due to

the geometry of light delivery, ablation electrode placement and ultrasound (US) detection.

This manuscript describes a novel proof-of-concept catheter for simultaneous radiofrequency

ablation and optoacoustic monitoring of lesion formation in. The catheter delivers electric

current and optoacoustic excitation light using copper-coated multimode light-guides. The

presented manuscript describes the manufacturing, catheter characterization and showcases

the ablation-monitoring capabilities.

My contribution to the presented manuscript where the following:
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Conceptualization During a visit, Prof. Douplik from the Ryerson University in Canada,

presented prototype copper-coated multi-mode fibers (MMFs) they were co-developing

in his laboratory. I had previously gained experience in manufacturing custom-made

MMF-bundles in-house and when presented with the copper coated fibers, Prof. Razan-

sky and I realized the potential to utilized them to create a bundle capable of delivering

both light and ablation current to the targeted tissue.

Methodology Following first successful tests and improvements on fiber diameters, assem-

bly and polishing I assembled approximately 100 fibers to form the bundle used in the

study with the help of Francisco Javier Oyaga Landa. I connectorized the bundle to al-

low electrical and optical coupling, as described in the manuscript. The connectorized

and encapsulated bundle thus formed a proof-of-concept ablation catheter, capable

of delivering optoacoustic (OA) excitation in the fiber core while conduction ablation

energy in the thin copper layer surrounding the individual MMF. Ablation characteri-

zation of the catheter was performed by Francisco Javier Oyaga Landa with my help.

OA characterization and ablation with simultaneous OAT imaging was carried out by

Francisco Javier Oyaga Landa and Xosé Luís Deán-Ben.

Writing and Revisions I prepared the initial manuscript with significant contributions from

Daniel Razansky and Xosé Luís Deán-Ben. I created all figures including the shown

schematics. OAT images and traces are based on OAT reconstructions performed by

Francisco Javier Oyaga Landa and with critical suggestions from all authors. Francisco

Javier Oyaga Landa and I performed additional experiments, I amended the manuscript

and modified the figures as per reviewer request and with significant contributions from

Daniel Razansky and Xosé Luís Deán-Ben.

This study was presented at the SPIE Photonics West BIOS 2018 conference and was

featured in the Optical Society of America (OSA) “Spotlight on Optics” in April 2018 [3, 4].
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Abstract

Radiofrequency catheter ablation is commonly used to eliminate dysfunctional cardiac tissue

by heating via an alternating current. Clinical outcomes are highly dependent on careful

anatomical guidance, electrophysiological mapping, as well as careful radiofrequency power

titration during the procedure. Yet, current treatments rely mainly on the expertise of

the surgeon to assess lesion formation, causing large variabilities in the success rate. We

present an integrated catheter design suitable for simultaneous radiofrequency ablation and

real-time optoacoustic monitoring of the forming lesion. The catheter design utilizes copper-

coated multimode light-guides capable of delivering both ablation current and near-infrared

pulsed-laser illumination to the target tissue. The generated optoacoustic responses were

used to visualize the ablation lesion formation in ex vivo bovine heart specimen in 3D.

The presented catheter design enables the monitoring of ablation lesions with high spatio-

temporal resolution while the overall therapy-monitoring approach remains compatible with

commercially available catheter designs.

Main Manuscript

Radiofrequency catheter ablation (RFCA) is used for coagulation and destruction of dys-

functional tissues in the fields of oncology [5], cardiology [6], dermatology [7], and vascular

diseases [8]. One common application in cardiology is the elimination of abnormal electrical

pathways responsible for cardiac arrhythmias [6], particularly those shown to be resistant

to drug therapy [9]. Much like other thermal ablation procedures, RFCA results in local-

ized coagulation and desiccation of the target tissue while avoiding uncontrolled damage to

neighboring structures. The ablation procedure is generally guided by electrophysiological

and anatomic mapping as well as careful radiofrequency RF power titration [10]. The size

of the induced lesion is mainly determined by the extent and duration of the heat affected

area. Hence, real-time treatment monitoring is essential to optimize the outcome of the

intervention. The ablation process is usually monitored via simple temperature or impedance

measurements at the ablation tip [11, 12]. However, heat diffusion and the use of irrigated
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ablation tips can substantially affect the size and shape of the heated area, resulting in failed

treatments [13]. To this end, several imaging techniques have been proposed for ablation

monitoring. For example, intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) and magnetic resonance imaging

(MRI) allowed for a more precise placement and navigation of the ablation catheter and

visualization of the RFCA-induced morphological tissue alterations [14]. Transformations of

the tissue composition in coagulated or desiccated areas result in light scattering and ab-

sorption changes detectable via optical methods, such as spectroscopy or optical coherence

tomography (OCT) [15]. Infrared thermal imaging furthermore allows the quantification of

tissue temperature with high-resolution, but is restricted to superficial tissues [16]. US, x-ray

computed tomography (CT) or MRI images were shown sensitive to temperature variations

in the tissue, however real-time mapping of lesion formation is impeded with these techniques

due to either limited temporal resolution or low contrast [17].

OA imaging has been suggested for ablation monitoring as early as 1993 [18], chiefly owing

to its high sensitivity to changes in optical properties resulting from chemical transformations

in ablated tissues [19] and to temperature variations [20]. OA has been used for temperature

monitoring in forming lesions [21] and recently adopted for volumetric tomographic ablation

monitoring in real time [2]. Volumetric OA tomography has also been shown to clearly

discern vascular and organ morphology as well as extrinsically labeled structures in vivo [22],

making it highly suitable for precise anatomical navigation. The high imaging speed of state-

of-the-art OA tomography is efficient in capturing the dynamics of RFCA treatments with

sub-second temporal resolution in two [19] and three dimensions [2]. However, in previous

studies the excitation light was delivered into the ablated area through thick layers of turbid

tissues, limiting applicability in realistic clinical scenarios involving monitoring of deep tissue

lesions [23].

Herein, we present a conceptually different approach for simultaneous radiofrequency abla-

tion and optoacoustic monitoring (RAOM) of the lesion formation. It combines the delivery

of both electrical current and pulsed light within a single catheter (3.1) while detection of the

generated OA responses is performed from outside the body using a spherical matrix array

for optimal volumetric OA image formation. The integrated catheter consists of a bundle
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of 96 copper-coated multimode fibers (3.1a). The excitation light and electrical current

are coupled into the proximal end of the bundle (3.1b) and are delivered to the tissue at

its distal end (3.1c). The individual, custom-made light-guides consist of step-index multi-

mode optical fibers with a silica core and a fluorine-doped glass cladding, enabling efficient

propagation of visible and near-infrared light with a transmission efficiency of approximately

30%. The fibers have a core diameter of 200 µm (220 µm including cladding) and a nu-

merical aperture (NA) of 0.2. The light guides are further coated with a 25 µm thin copper

film (3.1d). The copper coating was removed at the proximal end of the bundle in order to

maximize light coupling efficiency. This was achieved by closely packing the fibers within a

conventional optical fiber connector (inner diameter 2.5 mm, SMA905, Thorlabs, Newton,

USA) and securing them using a high-temperature epoxy (353NDPK, Thorlabs, Newton,

USA). After the epoxy was cured, the proximal end was polished to optical quality. 3.1b

shows the facet of the polished proximal. A low-resistance electrical connection between the

separate copper-coated light-guides was achieved using solder in the vicinity of the proximal

end. Additionally, a copper cable was soldered to the same location, enabling the connection

to the radiofrequency generator. The copper-coated light-guides align to each other in a

nearly hexagonal pattern ensuring an even distribution of the ablation current at the distal

tip. The bundle was embedded into a steel ferule with an outer diameter of 6 mm and an

inner aperture of 4 mm using high temperature epoxy and polished to optical quality. The

minimal short-term bending radius of the copper-coated fibers was experimentally found to

be 2 mm, comparable to conventional 200 µm fibers, while the bending radius of the as-

sembled bundle was less than 8 mm. 3.1c shows the polished facet of the distal end with

and without light transmitted through the catheter. The assembled RAOM catheter (3.1d)

was electrically insulated using PVC tubing (Tygon, Carl Roth GmbH, Karlsruhe, Germany),

only exposing the ablation tip at the distal end. A schematic of the simultaneous RF ab-

lation and OA signal detection experiment is shown in 3.1e. The ultrasound array consists

of 256 detection elements distributed on a spherical cap with 90° apex angle (0.59π solid

angle) and 4 cm radius. Its individual elements have a central frequency of 4 MHz and

100% detection bandwidth, resulting in nearly isotropic 3D imaging resolution of ≈200 µm
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around the geometrical center of the sphere. OA signal excitation was achieved via an optical

parametric oscillator (OPO)-based laser (Innolas Laser GmbH, Krailling, Germany) coupled

into the proximal end of the RAOM catheter. The distal end of the catheter delivered short

(<10 ns) laser pulses with ≈6 mJ energy and pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz, resulting in light

fluence of ≈48 mJ/cm2 at the fiber tip. The wavelength of the laser was tuned to 780 nm,

corresponding to the highest lesion-specific OA contrast [2]. The 256 detection channels

were simultaneously digitized at 40 mega-samples per second by a custom-made data ac-

quisition system (Falkestein Mikrosysteme GmbH, Taufkirchen, Germany) triggered by the

Q-switch output of the laser. The same trigger signal was used to switch off the RF current

during the OA signal acquisition in order to avoid signal cross-talk. The acquired signals were

deconvolved with the impulse response of the matrix array elements and band-pass filtered

between 0.1 and 2 MHz to smoothen the images. The reconstructions were performed with

a graphics-processing-unit-based three-dimensional back-projection algorithm [24, 25].

Performance of the RAOM catheter was first separately characterized in the OA imaging

and RF ablation modes. For OA imaging, we used a two-layer agarose phantom (3.2a).

The first layer mimicked strong tissue scattering and was used to quantify the OA signal

levels generated by the catheter tip due to back-scattered light. It consisted of a 3 mm

thick layer of agarose mixed with 1.2% (by volume) of Intralipid. The second 1.5 mm thick

layer of the phantom mimicked tissue optical absorption of a=0.66cm−1 at 780nm [27]

and comprised of agarose mixed with ink. The distal end of the catheter was positioned

in direct contact with the scattering layer of the phantom and OA imaging was performed

without RF ablation. 3.2b displays the side view of the recorded volumetric OA image

where the absorbing layer is clearly visible at a depth of 3mm in the phantom (P). Part

of the light emitted by the catheter is back-scattered towards the ablation tip where it is

absorbed by both the copper surrounding the light guides as well as the steel ferule (see Fig.

1a). The signal generated at the catheter tip (C) is however much weaker in comparison

to that generated by the tissue-mimicking absorbing layer. The catheter tip also acts as a

partial acoustic reflector of the omnidirectional OA signals generated in the phantom. This

results in shadow signals detected by the transducer (R). However, these artifacts do not
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Figure 3.1.: Design and application of the combined radiofrequency ablation and optoacoustic mon-
itoring (RAOM) catheter. (a) The catheter ablation tip, comprised of copper-coated light guides
embedded in a steel ferule using high-temperature epoxy. (b) Proximal end-facet of the catheter,
optimized for high light coupling efficiency. (c) Distal end-facet of the catheter, delivering both ra-
diofrequency current and pulsed-light illumination. (d) Fully assembled bundle. (e) Layout of the
combined RF ablation and OA monitoring experiment.
Reproduced with permission from [26]. © The Optical Society.
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interfere with the signals originating from the region of interest and can easily be cropped.

The top view of the volumetric OA image shown in 3.2c further illustrates the uniform

illumination provided by the RAOM catheter. Ablation performance of the RAOM catheter

was subsequently evaluated by generating lesions in a porcine heart tissue sample. The

catheter was connected to a custom-build generator allowing precise control of the output

RF power. The samples were immersed in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, Sigma Aldrich,

St. Louis, United States) and the ground-electrode with 20 cm3 area was positioned under

the tissue. The catheter delivered tone-bursts of electric current at 20 kHz carrier frequency

with a duty-cycle of 3% (600 cycles in a burst, 10 Hz repetition frequency). On average,

9 W of electric power was delivered for 10 s, 20 s, 40 s and 60 s into the tissue samples.

Photographs of the generated lesions are shown in 3.2d. The catheter formed a homogenous

white coagulum having a typical pallor and a small depression due to desiccation without

any visible charring. Longer ablation durations generated deeper lesions, reaching a maximal

depth of ≈1 cm after 60 s. The tissue beyond the coagulation region appears unaffected in

all four tissue samples. The uniform lesion shape indicates a homogenous current distribution

due to the evenly distributed copper-coated light-guides.

The real-time ablation monitoring performance was then evaluated in a 4 cm thick porcine

tissue sample, which was placed between the RAOM catheter and the surface of the spherical

detection array. Ablation was carried out for 30 s and OA signals were acquired for 180 s to

cover the cooling period. Light fluence decay was volumetrically corrected by dividing the

reconstructed volumetric image with the solution of the light diffusion equation for a point

source, i.e., a 3D exponential decay in the form of (1/d) exp(−µeff d), where µeff = 3 cm−1

is the effective attenuation coefficient and d is the distance in cm between the corrected

voxel and the distal end of the fiber bundle. For distances d smaller than the radius of the

ablation tip, the fluence was assumed to be constant. This particular correction function was

applied as a purely qualitative measure aimed at achieving better contrast uniformity across

the OA images.

3.3 displays OA images of the porcine tissue sample prior (3.3a), during (3.3b) and af-

ter (3.3c) the RF ablation procedure together with an OA signal time-trace of a coagulated
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Reproduced with permission from [26]. © The Optical Society.
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and a non-coagulated voxel (3.3d). As expected, the lowest OA signal intensity appears prior

to the ablation due to the lowest temperature in the sample and lack of coagulation. A strong

increase in the OA signal amplitude can be observed as the lesion progresses (3.3b, first 30

s in 3.3d). The signal increase is attributed to the enhanced lesion contrast associated to

tissue coagulation [19] as well as the strong temperature dependence of the Grüneisen pa-

rameter in tissues [20]. While previously suggested approaches were afflicted by strong light

attenuation in deep tissues thereby necessitating signal averaging [19], direct delivery of the

excitation light into the ablated region via the catheter-based approach allows for monitoring

of lesion without signal averaging. This represents a significant advantage of the integrated

RAOM method for real-time clinical application. In 3.3c the OA images are further compared

with gross pathology of the specimen taken after the RF ablation experiment, confirming

a uniform coagulum without charring and a good qualitative correspondence between the

yellow colored volume in the OA images and the appearance of coagulated area in the sliced

specimen. As expected, cooler tissue (3.3c and 3.3d, t=180 s) exhibits lower OA signal levels

as compared to the end of ablation time point (t = 30 s), which is attributed to the temper-

ature dependence of the OA signals [20]. The OA signal levels at t=180s remain higher than

in the pre-ablated specimen, supposedly due to incomplete cool-down and residual thermal

diffusion effects in the rest of the sample. Note however that the signal in the coagulated

zone (blue square in 3.3b) does not decline significantly during the cool-down period (blue

plot in 3.3d), which is ascribed to an increase in optical absorption coefficient caused by

denaturized tissue proteins in the coagulum [21].

The presented results illustrate the basic feasibility of the suggested integrated RAOM ap-

proach for simultaneous RF ablation and real-time OA monitoring of the lesion progression.

Because of direct light delivery through the catheter, the ablated region is efficiently illumi-

nated, thus enabling monitoring of deep-seated lesions. Evidently, in vivo experimentation is

essential to demonstrate the applicability of the proposed monitoring configuration in a real

clinical setting. For this, several outstanding technical issues need also to be addressed. The

ablation tip diameter of 6 mm is to be reduced to the typical 4 mm electrodes used in RFCA,

which can be achieved by reducing the size of the encapsulating steel ferrule, denser packing
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Figure 3.3.: Real-time optoacoustic monitoring of RF ablation in ex vivo porcine heart tissue. (a) OA
images acquired from un-ablated tissue. (b) Non-invasive OA imaging of the lesion formation in 3D.
(c) OA image acquired after the cool-down phase along with the photograph of coagulated area from
a sliced specimen. Images on the top are top-view MIPs while the bottom row shows a single (z-y)
slice through the center of the reconstructed OA volumes, as indicated by the white dashed line in
(a). (d) Time evolution of the OA signal during and after RF ablation in the locations indicated in
panel b.
Reproduced with permission from [26]. © The Optical Society.

the copper-coated fibers and/or reducing the number of fibers, the latter also resulting in a

more flexible catheter design. This would allow for the integration of the RAOM catheter

into conventional steerable catheter shafts, thus adding additional functionality, such as

electrocardiographic and temperature monitoring at the tip. Both the ablation catheter and

its tip could be further adapted to fit different types of ablation procedures. For instance,

RF tumor ablation is regularly performed with large area ablation catheters, which can be

achieved using a longer steel ferule at the ablation tip of the RAOM catheter [28]. The

presented results indicate the basic feasibility of identifying changes related to tissue heating

and coagulation with the suggested RAOM approach, making its potential combination with

existing catheter and monitoring modalities simple and cost-effective. We observed dynamic

changes in the OA images of forming RF lesions that corresponded well with the gross lesion

pathology. However, the observed changes in the OA signal only allow for a qualitative

assessment of the forming lesion, as the method does not allow for differentiating between

alterations in the optical absorption due to coagulation versus changes of the temperature-

dependent Grüneisen parameter. This can be possibly achieved via a multi-spectral imaging

approach [29], thus attaining both real-time and quantitative feedback on the temperature

distribution and the size of coagulated area during the intervention. Yet, real-time tempera-

ture mapping may still be possible in un-coagulated tissue areas where no alterations of the
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optical tissue properties have occurred [29].

In conclusion, the suggested catheter combining RF ablation and light delivery for OA

excitation in a single flexible and adaptable design represents an advantageous solution for

optimizing the outcome of RFCA interventions. The high spatio-temporal resolution and

deep-tissue imaging capacity of the integrated ablation monitoring approach anticipate its

general applicability in a number of RF ablation procedures.
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4. Dual-wavelength hybrid optoacoustic-ultrasound

biomicroscopy for functional imaging of

large-scale cerebral vascular networks

Johannes Rebling†, Héctor Estrada†, Sven Gottschalk, Gali Sela, Michael Zwack, Georg

Wissmeyer, Vasilis Ntziachristos, and Daniel Razansky. „Dual-wavelength hybrid optoacoustic-

ultrasound biomicroscopy for functional imaging of large-scale cerebral vascular networks“.

In: Journal of biophotonics (May 2018), e201800057.

doi: 10.1002/jbio.201800057

Summary and Author Contribution

Simultaneous structural and functional imaging of neurovasculature is very challenging due to

the acoustical and optical barriers formed by the skull and brain. Existing imaging approaches

only provide information over a limited field-of-view (FOV) and are thus not able to image

the entire cerebral vascular network. This chapter presents the hybrid-focus optoacoustic

microscope (HFOAM) which is capable of rapid imaging of murine neurovasculature in-vivo,

with high spatial resolution and a large field of view. The systems capability to perform

dual wavelength imaging allows visualization of functional parameters through the intact

skull. Simultaneous pulse-echo ultrasound provides complementary imaging contrast. The

flexible hybrid design in combination with fast high-resolution imaging in 3D holds promise

for generating better insights into the architecture and function of the neurovascular system.

My contribution to the presented manuscript where the following:

Methodology The presented system is the result of continuous development of the HFOAM
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system over the last years [2]. I improved and further developed large parts of the exist-

ing hardware setup, most importantly the optics used for dual-wavelength imaging and

coupling into the delicate photonic crystal fiber (PCF). Additionally, I have improved

the performance of the receive electronics, thus significantly reducing electronic noise

and hence improving the systems overall sensitivity. The hardware development was

performed with major contributions from Héctor Estrada and with help form Gali Sela,

Michael Zwack and Georg Wissmeyer.

Data Collection I recorded phantom data for the resolution and unmixing characterization.

In vivo mouse ear and brain imaging was performed by Héctor Estrada and myself with

the help of Michael Reiss and Sven Gottschalk.

Computation I completely rewrote and optimized the software used for both data acqui-

sition and post-processing of the acquired data based on code developed by Héctor

Estrada and Jake Turner. This enabled high throughput studies due to improved sys-

tem stability and performance. I further optimized the image processing of the acquired

images, thus optimizing imaging quality of the final images.

Writing and Revisions I prepared the initial manuscript with significant contributions from

Héctor Estrada and Daniel Razansky and help from all authors. I created all figures

including the shown schematics. For the review process, Héctor Estrada and I amended

the manuscript and modified the figures as per reviewer request and with significant

contributions from Daniel Razansky.

This study was presented at the SPIE Photonics West BIOS 2017 conference and was

featured on the front cover of the Journal of Biophotonics in September 2018 [3, 4].

Abstract

A critical link exists between pathological changes of cerebral vasculature and diseases affect-

ing brain function. Microscopic techniques have played an indispensable role in the study of

neurovascular anatomy and functions. Yet, investigations are often hindered by sub-optimal
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trade-offs between the spatiotemporal resolution, field-of-view and type of contrast offered by

the existing optical microscopy techniques. We present a hybrid dual-wavelength optoacous-

tic biomicroscope capable of rapid transcranial visualization of large-scale cerebral vascular

networks. The system offers 3D views of the morphology and oxygenation status of the

cerebral vasculature with single capillary resolution and a field of view exceeding 6x8 mm2,

thus covering the entire cortical vasculature in mice. The large-scale optoacoustic imaging

capacity is complemented by simultaneously acquired pulse-echo ultrasound biomicroscopy

scans of the mouse skull. The new approach holds great potential to provide better insights

into cerebrovascular function and facilitate efficient studies into neurological and vascular

abnormalities of the brain.

4.1. Introduction

Many diseases affecting neurological functions can be linked to pathological alterations of the

cerebral vasculature. Some of the alterations are known to cause the disease, support and

accelerate its spread , while in many other cases the interaction between the disease etiology

and vascular pathology is only poorly understood, as in the case of Alzheimer’s disease.[5–7]

This critical link between vascular changes and disease is increasingly targeted by pre-clinical

studies in mouse models mimicking the pathological changes in human cerebrovasculature.[8]

Imaging techniques, such as positron emission tomography (PET), single-photon emission

computed tomography (SPECT) and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) are

commonly used to provide metabolic and functional brain images in humans.[9–11] However,

they lack the required micron-scale spatial resolution, necessitate exogenous contrast agents

and are generally costly. Various intravital techniques, such as confocal and two-photon

microscopy, optical coherence tomography or functional ultrasound (US), enable in vivo

imaging with sufficient spatial resolution to visualize activity in single cells and capillaries

and allow for three-dimensional (3D) interrogation of the microvasculature in small animal

brains.[12–14] Nevertheless, exogenous contrast agents are required for imaging oxygenation

parameters with those techniques, while other limitations stem from their invasive nature

and/or limited FOV.
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Optoacoustic (OA) imaging techniques have recently provided unprecedented insights into

the deep-tissue anatomy and physiology of animal model organisms due to the unique combi-

nation of rich and endogenous optical absorption contrast and weak scattering of US waves in

biological tissues.[15, 16] Label-free OA tomography and acoustic-resolution microscopy have

enabled long-term studies in living model organisms at centimetre-scale depths and have suc-

cessfully been applied for deep brain imaging in zebrafish and mice.[17–19] Optical-resolution

OA microscopy has further offered high spatial resolution in visualizing finest capillaries and

sub-cellular structures as well as label-free mapping of oxygen saturation dependent absorp-

tion of oxy- and deoxyhemoglobin in the murine brain.[2, 20]

Imaging performance yet greatly differs among the different OA microscopy systems. For

instance, a design based on a two-axis galvo-scanner has attained B-scan speed in the 1 mm/s

range while additional depth scanning was necessary for rendering 3D image volumes due

to the shallow optical focus.[21] A fast voice-coil scanning system was alternatively used to

attain an extended lateral FOV and higher imaging speed, whereas the effective FOV in the

depth direction was similarly limited by the high-numerical aperture (NA) focusing optics

and reduced detection sensitivity due to the use of an optical-acoustic beam combiner.[22]

Additional performance limitations stem from the lack of high pulse repetition frequency

(PRF) lasers with wavelength tuning capacity essential for spectroscopic differentiation of

the blood oxygen saturation. This has been partially overcome by employing two separate

laser sources at 532 nm and 559 nm running at a PRF of 30 kHz, which have enabled

simultaneous extraction of vascular anatomy, oxygen saturation, and blood flow.[21] The

relatively slow PRF has nevertheless limited the maximum B-scan speed to about 1 mm/s,

resulting in slow mechanical scanning and long image acquisition times. By employing two

100 kHz repetition lasers with different pulse durations and exploiting the difference between

saturation of the OA signal by oxy- and deoxy-hemoglobin, fast MEMS-based functional OA

microscopy has been recently demonstrated.[23] However, the employed saturation-based

approach required high light fluence levels at the optical focus, greatly exceeding the in-vivo

safety limits and potentially causing RBC damage.[24] In addition, the FOV in this study

was limited to 3x3 mm2 and the strong optical focus resulted in a narrow focal depth of
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less than 150 µm (calculated as the Rayleigh length), requiring both tiling in the lateral

plane as well as depth scanning to image the entire cortical vasculature in 3D. The presented

design furthermore relied on a highly customized water-immersible MEMS scanner, which

is not readily available. The latter was replaced by a conventional galvanometer mirror in

a non-conducting liquid, the design yet suffering from a similarly limited FOV and shallow

depth-penetration.[25]

To address these unmet challenges, we present a fast functional OA microscopy method

that uses a Pockels-cell-based wavelength switching for rapid acquisition of the spectral data.

The microscope is based on a coaxial alignment of the optical and acoustic foci within a fast

moving scan-head, which features a low-NA optical focus for extended imaging depth and

a rapid 3D image acquisition over large lateral FOV covering an entire mouse cortex. The

system is furthermore capable to simultaneously image in US pulse-echo mode, allowing for

an extraction of additional anatomical data of the murine skull.

4.2. Materials and Methods

4.2.1. Optoacoustic Biomicroscopy Setup

A schematic diagram of the biomicroscope is shown in Figure 4.1, with an overview of the

dual-wavelength optics displayed in Figure 4.1a and an illustration of the fast scan head shown

in Figure 4.1b. The core of the microscope is formed by an optical system that enables rapid

wavelength switching in combination with a fast-moving scan head sampling the specimen in

epi-illumination mode. Fast switching (up to 10 kHz) between 532 nm wavelength (close to

the isosbestic point of hemoglobin at 529 nm) and a second wavelength tunable in the 565-

595 nm range is used for spectral unmixing of the oxygen saturation.[20, 26] Linearly polarized

light with a wavelength of 532 nm is generated by a Q-switched, diode end-pumped Nd:YAG

laser (10 ns pulse length, model: IS8II-E, EdgeWave, Würselen, Germany). The pumping

wavelength is either directly coupled into a single-mode, large mode area photonics crystal

fiber (PCF, model: LMA-20, NKT Photonics, Birkerød, Denmark) or first guided into a dye

laser (Credo, Sirah Lasertechnik, Grevenbroich, Germany, using a Pyrromethene 597 dye) for
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generating a second wavelength tunable in the 570-610 nm range. Switching between the two

wavelengths is achieved by combination of a Pockels cell (PC, model: PC12SR-532, Eksma

Optics, Vilnius, Lithuania) and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS, model: 420-1254HT, Eksma

Optics, Vilnius, Lithuania). When activated, the PC rotates the linearly polarized 532 nm

light by 90°, thus enabling its transmission by the PBS into the dye laser. In contrast, the

532 nm light is reflected by the PBS when its polarization is not altered by an inactive PC.

532
nm

Diode
Laser

570 nm-610 nm

Dye
Laser

Mouse

PBS

PBS

λ/2 DM BS

λ/2

CO PCF

PBS

PD

PC HV

ADC
(DAQ)

Preamp &
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Ultrasound 
Focus
Generated 
OA Signal

Optical 
Focus

Ultrasound
Transducer

GRIN Lens

Sample

Photonic 
Crystal Fiber

HFOAM Scan Head

Figure 4.1.: (a) Schematic diagram of the dual-wavelength hybrid biomicroscopy system. Both 532 nm
and 578 nm pulsed laser light is coupled into a Pockels cell (PCF) terminating in the fast-moving
scan head, which records both the optoacoustic and pulse-echo ultrasound responses. PC-Pockels
cell, PBS-polarizing beam splitter, λ/2-half-wave plate, DM-dichroic mirror, BS-beam sampler, CO-
collimating lens, ADC-analog-to-digital converter, DAQ-data acquisition system. (b) Drawing of the
scan head featuring a coaxial alignment of the optical and acoustic foci for hybrid imaging.
Reproduced with permission from [27]. © Wiley-VCH.

The pulse energy of both the 578 nm and the 532 nm paths can be adjusted by means

of a half-wave plate (AHWP10M-980 for 532 nm, WPH10M-532 for 578 nm, Thorlabs,

Newton, USA) and an additional PBS (PBS25-532-HP for 532 nm, PBS251 for 578 nm,

Thorlabs, Newton, USA) in each beam path, which allows the precise adjustment of the

average pulse energies for both wavelengths. Both wavelengths are combined by a dichroic

mirror (DMLP550, Thorlabs, Newton, USA) and coupled into the PCF by an achromatic

lens (AC254-100-A, Thorlabs, Newton, USA). The distal end of the PCF terminates in a

gradient-index (GRIN) lens (GRINTECH, Jena, Germany) which focuses the excitation light

at a distance of 6.5 mm from the fiber end, as shown in 4.1b. The GRIN lens is mounted

inside an opening in the center of a custom-made, spherically focused PVdF-based US de-

tector having an ultrawideband frequency response extending beyond 35 MHz (Precision
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Acoustics, Dorchester, United Kingdom). The optical and acoustic foci are aligned coaxially

and confocally without the need for an optical-acoustic beam combiner [22], resulting in an

optimized detection sensitivity. For volumetric imaging, the scan-head is rapidly oscillated

along the x -axis by means of a fast piezostage (M-683, PI, Karlsruhe, Germany) while a

second linear stage (LTM 60F-25 HSM, OWIS, Staufen, Germany) moves slowly and contin-

uously along the y -axis, thus sampling the imaging target in a zigzag pattern. Optoacoustic

A-scans are recorded by the US transducer and amplified by an 8 dB pre-amplifier (Preci-

sion Acoustics, Dorchester, United Kingdom) and a 24 dB low-noise amplifier (ZFL-500LN,

Mini-Circuits, New York, USA) before they are digitized by a two-channel, 250 MS/s, 14-bit

data acquisition card (M3i.4142, Spectrum Systementwicklung Microelectronic, Grosshans-

dorf, Germany). Pulse-echo US recording are performed using a pulser-receiver (5073PR,

Olympus, Massachusetts, USA) and the same data acquisition chain. The precise position

of the fast scanning stage (x -axis) is measured in real-time during the scan using a laser

distance sensor (M11L/10, MEL Mikroelektronik GmbH, Eching, Germany), whose readings

are sampled by a second DAQ card (NI PCIe-6321, National Instruments, Austin, USA) and

converted into stage position values using a look-up table. The latter is based on an initial

slow calibration with a build-in stage encoder. The position of the slowly and continuously

moving stage (y -axis) is calculated based on the known acceleration and velocity of the stage.

The step-size between adjacent A-scans can be adjusted by varying the laser PRF and/or

speed of the scan-head. For each x -y position, the generated OA responses are recorded at

both 532 nm and 578 nm wavelengths. The laser, Pockels cell and data acquisition are syn-

chronized by a programmable pulse generator (PulseBlaster SP17, SpinCore Technologies,

Gainesville, USA). In order to correct for per-pulse laser energy fluctuations, a small fraction

the laser beam is split off by a beam sampler (BSF10-A, Thorlabs, Newton, USA), detected

by a fast, calibrated photodiode (DET10A, Thorlabs, Newton, USA) and digitized by the

second channel of the data acquisition card. The photodiode is calibrated prior to imaging

by independently measuring the per-pulse energies for both wavelengths at the output of the

GRIN lens using a power-meter (J-25MB-LE, Coherent Inc., Santa Clara, USA). The separate

A-Scans are then remapped onto a regularly spaced 3D grid using bilinear interpolation.
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4.2.2. Resolution Characterization

The lateral resolution of the hybrid dual-wavelength microscope was characterized in both

OA and US modes using sharp edge of a silicon sample which was moved axially across

the focus over a range of 2 mm with 100 µm steps. For each z-position, a 3D dataset

was recorded and the resolution calculation was performed on the 2D maximum intensity

projection (MIP) images, as shown in Figure 4.2a. The resolution analysis further shown in

Figure 4.2b was performed by fitting a sigmoid line-spread function (LSF, red, solid line) to

the measured edge response (blue dots). The point-spread function (PSF, yellow, dashed

line) is then calculated as the derivative of the PSF and the resolution is measured as the

full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the PSF.

4.2.3. Characterization of the Spectral Unmixing Capability

Ink filled tube phantoms were imaged to demonstrate and validate the spectral unmixing

capabilities of the system (Figure 4.3). To this end, four crossing polyethylene tubes (outer

diameter 500 µm, inner diameter 300 µm) were filled with varying concentrations of blue

ink mixed into red ink (both Pelikan, Hannover, Germany), as shown in Figure 4.3a. The

absorption spectra of both inks, as measured by a spectrophotometer (USB4000, Ocean

Optics, Dunedin, USA), are shown in Figure 4.3b. The phantom was then positioned inside

a water-filled Petri dish and scanned in both OA and US modes.

4.2.4. In Vivo Mouse Imaging

To showcase system’s ability to extract both morphological and functional data of complex

vascular networks, murine ear and brain were imaged. Six-week-old female athymic nude-

Foxn1nu mice (Harlan Laboratories LTD, Itingen, Switzerland) were used for imaging, in full

compliance with European laws on the protection of animals used for scientific purpose and

the institutional guidelines of the Helmholtz Center Munich, and with approval from the

Government District of Upper Bavaria. Animals were anaesthetized with isoflurane (1.5%

to 2.5% v/v) in 100% O2. Physiological parameters, including blood oxygenation, heart

rate, and body temperature were continuously monitored throughout the experiments. The
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Figure 4.2.: Optoacoustic resolution characterization using a sharp silicon edge for both 532 nm and
578 nm excitation wavelengths, displaying the long depth of focus of the low-NA gradient index lens.
(a) Optoacoustic maximum intensity projection (MIP) image of the silicon edge placed in the optical
focus. Scale bar - 10 µm. (b) Resolution characterization based on the full width at half maximum
of the point-spread function (PSF, yellow dashed line) calculated as the derivative of the line-spread
function (LSF, red solid line) fitted to the recorded optoacoustic image of the edge (blue dots).
(c) OA imaging resolution as a function of imaging depth, with an in-focus resolution of 12 µm for
both 532 nm (green solid line) and 578 nm (orange dashed line).
Reproduced with permission from [27]. © Wiley-VCH.
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temperature was kept constant using a rectal thermometer and a feedback-controlled heating

pad (PhysioSuite, Kent Scientific, Torrington, USA). A custom-designed stereotactic mouse

head holder (Narishige International Limited, London, UK) was used to avoid animal motion.

The scan head was immersed in a water-filled Petri dish for acoustic coupling and both ear

and brain were imaged through a hole in the Petri dish sealed with polyvinylidene chloride foil

and using US gel as acoustic coupling medium between the animal and the foil. The mouse

ear was fixed to a custom-made mount to ensure a flat topology of the imaged surface. The

animal fully recovered within a few minutes after the imaging. The mouse brain was imaged

in both OA and US mode with the scalp removed but with the skull intact. The mouse was

sacrificed following the brain imaging experiment.

4.3. Results and Discussion

4.3.1. Resolution Characterization

The result of the resolution characterization is shown in Figure 4.2. The small diameter and

the long focal distance of the GRIN lens cause a very low NA of 0.025. This NA results in a

diffraction-limited lateral resolution in the 11-20 µm range across an extended depth of focus

of more than 2 mm. Owing to low NA, the lateral resolution deteriorates by only a factor

of
√
2 over a depth range of 2 mm, thus eliminating the need for depth scanning. The axial

direction the system’s performance is determined by the available US detector bandwidth,

effectively translating into an axial resolution of about 44 µm.[2]

4.3.2. Ink Phantom Imaging

OA images of the ink phantom acquired at 532 nm and 578 nm wavelengths are presented in

Figure 4.3 along with the US pulse-echo US image and a color photograph of the phantom.

Both the red and blue inks have near identical optical absorption at 532 nm, resulting in

an equal OA amplitude, as shown in Figure 4.3a for all the four tubes. In contrast, the

absorption of the blue ink is much higher at 578 nm, resulting in an increased OA signal with

the increasing blue ink concentrations, as shown in Figure 4.3b. Using spectral unmixing,
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we were able to accurately measure the ink concentrations, as displayed in Figure 4.3e.
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Figure 4.3.: Dual wavelength optoacoustic imaging of ink-filled tubes, validating the spectral unmix-
ing capabilities of the system. (a) & (b) Optoacoustic images recorded at 532 nm and 578 nm,
respectively. (c) Corresponding ultrasound pulse-echo MIP image. (d) Photo of the ink-filled tubes,
indicating concentration of blue ink in the red-blue ink solution. (f) Mapping the blue ink concentra-
tion using the dual-wavelength linear unmixing method. Scale bars - 500 µm.
Reproduced with permission from [27]. © Wiley-VCH.

4.3.3. In Vivo Imaging

The large-scale imaging capabilities of the system are demonstrated in both Figure 4.4

and 4.5, showing vascular networks in the murine ear and brain, respectively. Figure 4.4a

displays the vessel-rich network in the ear imaged over a FOV of 3x4 mm2 with per pulse laser

energy of 1 µJ.[24] Using the dual-wavelength tuning capabilities, the oxygen saturation in

the vasculature was further visualized, as shown in Figure 4.4b. The oxygen saturation map

shows typical artery-vein pairs present in the murine ear, with smaller arteries and capillaries

providing oxygenated blood to the cells and larger veins removing the deoxygenated blood.

The dual-wavelength 3D data acquisition took less than 30 s with a step size of 10 µm and

the fast stage moving at an average velocity of 50 mm/s.

Figure 4.5a shows a depth-encoded MIP of the intricate network formed by vessels both in

the skull and the cortex imaged over a large 6x8 mm2 area and with the skull intact. Large

veins draining into the superior sagittal sinus (SSS) as well as fine pial arteries supplying

the cortex with oxygen are clearly resolvable in the image. Figure 4.5b further displays

the corresponding oxygen saturation maps revealing the complex morphology of the highly

hypoxic sinusoidal veins located in the skull.[28] The dual-wavelength OA data was recorded
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Figure 4.4.: Morphological and functional in vivo imaging of a nude mouse ear. (a) Both large
arteries and veins as well as fine capillaries can be resolved within the acquired 3x4 mm2 field-of-view.
(b) Oxygen saturation is further extracted using the dual-wavelength linear unmixing method. Scale
bar 300 µm.
Reproduced with permission from [27]. © Wiley-VCH.

within less than 100 s and a with step size of 10 µm whereas the corresponding US scan

over the same FOV with a step size of 20 µm was recorded within 30 s. The naturally

co-registered US pulse-echo scan (Figure 4.5c), recorded prior to the OA dataset, shows

precise morphology of the skull, with landmarks such as the separate bone plates and sutures

labelled. Note that both volumetric OA and pulse-echo US data were each obtained by a

single scan in the lateral plane without the need for additional scanning along the depth

dimension, tilling or averaging. Important anatomical landmarks including the crossing of

the sagittal and lambdoid sutures (the so-called lambda), as well as the bregma, represented

by the crossing between the sagittal and coronal sutures, are easily identified in the US

image. The US data may be used to accurately map location of the optoacoustically-recorded

vasculature with respect to the skull, which can be subsequently used to correct for skull-

induced signal aberrations, thus improving image resolution and contrast and facilitating

correct interpretation of the OA data.[29] Finally, the precise skull geometry revealed by the

pulse-echo US images may potentially aid in guiding intracranial injections of extrinsic labels

and drugs, further minimizing collateral vascular damage.[30]
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4.4. Conclusion and Outlook

A novel hybrid OA and US biomicroscopy approach capable of large-scale morphological and

functional brain imaging was realized using dual-wavelength illumination. Rapid wavelength

switching in combination with fast mechanical scanning and a flexible, highly sensitive scan

head design have enabled the high-speed visualization of both morphology and oxygenation

status of large-scale vascular networks with lateral resolution of 12 µm across FOVs covering

the entire murine cortex. The flexible scan-head design allows for concurrent high-resolution

pulse-echo US scans, providing additional anatomical information.

The large FOV comes as a trade-off for volumetric imaging speed, which could be inferior

to other fast scanning solutions providing smaller FOVs.[21, 23, 25] Nevertheless, the imaging

speed is presently limited by the 10 KHz PRF of the laser source. While faster pulsed sources

are readily available at 532 nm wavelength, availability of pulsed lasers in the 540-600nm

range is limited. Recently, lasers based on stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) in optical

fibers have been shown to generate sufficient per-pulse energies in this spectral band,[31,

32] thus can potentially be exploited for accelerating image acquisition with the proposed

design.

In conclusion, the presented biomicroscope can bridge the gap between localized micro-

scopic observations and lower-resolution (macroscopic) imaging in whole mouse brains, thus

offering a new scalable multimodal tool for investigating healthy and pathological neurovas-

culature.
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